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It’s time to celebrate! We’re past the Solstice 
and the sun is returning. Predicting the 
weather is tricky (p10) but our Patron will be 
celebrating whatever the weather (2). She 
has demonstrated 60 years of extraordinary 
commitment to duties. And the RNLI has 
mirrored this, investing in the right buildings 
and boats in the right places (4) and 
maintaining them wisely (34).

Thirty years ago, two crews faced a 
hurricane. Their extraordinary commitment 
was of body, mind and soul. The first won 

the day; the second, Penlee, never returned. 
The stirring story of St Peter Port's Gold 
Medal service to the Bonita faded from 
widespread knowledge so it is with great 
pride that we tell it here (20–29). 

Now, who do you know who has shown 
extraordinary commitment during the last 

60 years of RNLI life? I'd love to hear 
your stories of unsung heroes and 
add them to the celebrations.

Liz Cook, Editor 

Dear Reader

facebook.com/rnli

youtube.com/officialrnli

twitter.com/rnli

The RNLI was founded in 1824. Today it provides a 24-hour  
search-and-rescue service out to 100 nautical miles from the coast 
of the UK, RoI, IoM and CIs; on the tidal reaches of the River Thames; 
and on selected inland waterways, plus a seasonal lifeguard service 
on appropriate beaches in England, Wales, NI and CIs. The RNLI is 
independent from Government and relies on voluntary contributions 
and gifts in Wills for its income. It is a charity registered in England 
and Wales (209603) and Scotland (SC037736). Charity number  
CHY 2678 in the Republic of Ireland.

chairman: Admiral the Lord Boyce KG GCB OBE DL  
chief executive: Paul Boissier
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Visit www.cottages-4-you.co.uk/rnli to fi nd your perfect cottage

or call us to book on 0845 268 8694 and quote “RNLI5”
when booking to ensure you receive your 5% discount and 5% goes to the RNLI.

Escape from it all with your very own holiday retreat! Cottages4you
offers fantastic holiday properties in the UK, Ireland, France and Italy. 
Stay for 2,3,4,7 nights or even longer. Simply make yourself at home, 
relax and enjoy. If you are not lucky enough to win, you can still book 
with cottages4you and receive a  5% discount off your next cottage 
holiday and don’t forget they will also pay 5% in support of the RNLI.

*At least 5% of the purchase price of each holiday purchased will be paid in support of the RNLI. Payments are made to RNLI (Enterprises) Ltd (which pays all its taxable 
profi ts to the RNLI, a charity registered in England and Wales (No. 209603) and in Scotland (No. SC037736). Charity number CHY 2678 in the Republic of Ireland.

Property Ref: TKK

To enter our competition please visit our website 
www.cottages-4-you.co.uk/rnli for further details.

Book now for 2012!
Get a 5% discount off your next cottage 
or villa holiday and donate 5% to RNLI

• Rural Country Cottages
• Rustic Farmhouses

• Coastal Retreats
• Modern Apartments

Property Ref: 40119

Property Ref: HCCX

For every 
holiday booked you 

will get 5% discount
and cottages4you will pay 
5% in support of the RNLI

and its vital work*

Property Ref: LE4

Property Ref: 19767
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The RNLI Annual General Meeting and 
Annual Presentation of Awards will take 
place on 17 May at the Barbican in London.

RNLI Governors will be contacted 
individually and invited to request tickets 
to both events. All other supporters will be 
able to request tickets online at  
rnli.org.uk/agm from February, or by post 
using a form in the next issue of the Lifeboat.

St Abbs Helm Darren Crowe will be 
presented with his Bronze Medal for 
Gallantry on the day. Darren swam to the 
rescue of an angler who had slipped into 
the sea and got trapped in a cave on  
6 June 2011 (see the Lifeboat Autumn 
2011). Staunch supporters from around  
the UK and the RoI will also be honoured.

We are now entering the third and final year of the RNLI’s 
partnership with Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE). 

SSE is committed to supporting the communities in which it 
operates. When work began on the Greater Gabbard wind farm 
off the coast of East Anglia, the company donated £300,000 to 
cover crew training costs for 3 years at Lowestoft, Southwold, 
Aldeburgh and Harwich Lifeboat Stations.

Since then, SSE’s staff have been raising funds, helping us save 
energy and collaborating with us on training exercises off the 
coast of Lowestoft.

SSE Director of Corporate Relations Julian Reeves says: ‘We’re 
really pleased to support training – the key to helping crews bring 
rescuees and themselves home safely.’

AGM date set

SSE support

MOB GuardianA year with the Yorkshire

Vellum awards

The RNLI is Yorkshire Building Society 
group's Charity of the Year for 2012. Staff 
and customers at more than 200 branches 
of Yorkshire, Chelsea and Barnsley Building 
Societies will raise money for lifeboat crew 
and lifeguard training. The partnership  
is expected to raise around £100,000.

The society is also our UK national 
safety partner this year, helping us reach 
new audiences with our vital safety 
messages. There are more than 3M 
members and more than 3,500 employees.

Look out for events throughout the 
year at a branch near you!

European subsidies for MOB Guardian, 
the RNLI-developed fishing safety 
system, will cease from March. 
Therefore, we have decided to end 
production of MOB Guardian, but will 
continue to support the system for at 
least another 5 years.

Introduced in 2007, the MOB 
Guardian man overboard alert system 
has now been fitted to more than 450 
UK fishing vessels. To date, it has saved 
five lives and provided peace of mind  
to hundreds more fishermen and  
their families.

A number of similar commercial 
products have since appeared on the 
market, and the decision to cease 
production takes these into account, as 
well as the investment required to fund 
future development of MOB Guardian, 
and the reduced likelihood of fishermen 
to buy the system without the European 
Fisheries Fund subsidies.

What’s the best way to beat the January blues? Why, to hit the 
January sales of course!

If you shop online, use Give as you Live and the retailer will make 
a donation of up to 5% of the purchase price to the RNLI. It costs 
you absolutely nothing.

Visit giveasyoulive.com/rnli to download the app, and every time 
you visit a partner website, you can raise money for the RNLI. Give 
as you Live does all the admin, while the retailers (including Tesco, 
iTunes, Domino’s Pizza, hotels.com and Dixons) do all the giving. 

Happy shopping!

Brighton Helm Mark Smith has been 
accorded the Thanks of the Institution 
Inscribed on Vellum for his part in saving  
a man’s life in near-gale conditions on  
26 May 2011.

The man had gone overboard from the 
yacht Lady Cilla while wearing a safety line, 
and found himself tethered to her starboard 
side, being repeatedly submerged as she 
rolled heavily.

Good buys

We’re proud to call HM The Queen the RNLI’s 
Patron. In this, her Diamond Jubilee year, we’re 
celebrating extraordinary commitment – Her 
Majesty’s commitment to the RNLI, our volunteers’ 
commitment to saving lives at sea, and your 
commitment to helping us fund a world-leading 
search and rescue service.

The new Tamar class lifeboat due on station in 
Eastbourne, East Sussex, this year will be named 
Diamond Jubilee in honour of this special occasion. 
Two generous legacies have got the fundraising for 
this £2.7M lifeboat off to a flying start, and we are 
appealing for a further £700,000 to reach the total.

We hope the Eastbourne Tamar will join the 
Thames Diamond Jubilee Pageant on 3 June.  
We’re also planning a series of skydiving events 
around the UK – RNLI Jump for Jubilee.  
Visit rnli.org.uk/jump.

At a local level, lifeboat stations will 
light celebratory bonfires as part of the 
Commonwealth-wide Diamond Jubilee Beacons 
event on 4 June. On 3 June, local fundraising 
branches and guilds around the UK will take part 
in the Big Jubilee Lunch – communities will get 
together to break bread, have fun, and raise money 
for the RNLI in honour of our Patron’s big year.

2012: A Jubilee year! Mark decided to put a lifeboat crew 
member aboard the yacht, to help get 
the man back on deck. It took all his 
seamanship and boathandling skills to get 
the 7.4m inshore lifeboat close enough to 
the pitching yacht to make the transfer. 
At one point, a huge wave lifted the 
yacht so that she crashed down onto the 
lifeboat’s sponson. 

Crew Member Marcus Morris, who 
went aboard the yacht and orchestrated 
getting the man back over the side, 
received a Framed Letter of Thanks, while 
Crew Member Conrad Levy was sent a 
Letter of Appreciation.

Thanks of the Institution Inscribed 
on Vellum have also been accorded to 
Lifeguard Marcus Lascelles for saving 
the life of a bodyboarder at Porthtowan 
Beach on 10 September 2011. Read the 
story in full on pages 18–19.

Meanwhile, Kirkcudbright and 
Tynemouth Lifeboat Stations have both 
been awarded Anniversary Vellums to 
mark 150 years’ service with the RNLI.
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despite being nearly 188 years old,  
the lifeboat service never stands still
 
How do you decide where to locate a 
lifeboat station and what kind of craft should 
be housed there? That’s the job of the RNLI’s 
Coast Review team. They assess the ever-
changing maritime life of these isles and 
decide what part the RNLI should play. They 
consult widely and visit each existing station 
every 5 years, to ensure we’re meeting 
search and rescue needs while making  
best use of donations. 

In the past 20 years alone, the RNLI has 
established 45 new lifeboat stations and 
closed 3. Most recently, in November last 
year, South Broads Lifeboat Station in Suffolk 
closed. This year, new stations are to open 
for a trial period at leverburgh, Isle of Harris 
(photo 1) in the Outer Hebrides and Lough 
Ree on the River Shannon. The location 
of stations is inextricably linked with the 
lifeboats available – their range, speed and 
capabilities  – compared with the type of 
incidents encountered. 

RNLI Operations Director Michael 
Vlasto explains: 'We don’t take the decision 
to close a lifeboat station lightly but our 
review clearly showed that, by closing South 
Broads and reinforcing Great Yarmouth and 
Gorleston, introducing an Inshore Rescue 
Boat, we can improve our lifesaving service 
to the public. The main launch sites will be 
more accessible, meaning we can extend 
cover to a much wider area.'

The Inshore Rescue Boat (5) is a 
boat more familiar to lifeguards than 
lifeboat crew. It maintains speed and 
manoeuvrability in shallow and confined 
waters. Light in weight, it is easier to handle 
and can be deployed rapidly from a towed 
trailer. The decision has the support of 
Yarmouth Coastguard Maritime Rescue 
Coordination Centre, and The Broads 
Authority, which implements the Port 
Marine Safety Code there.

Meanwhile, formal representations were 
made to the RNLI by the Inland Waterways 
Association of Ireland, with support from 
lake users and various statutory bodies 
including the Coast Guard, for a ‘declared’ 
search and rescue asset on Lough Ree. 
RNLI Inspector for Ireland, Martyn Smith, 
comments: ‘We were impressed with the 
level of interest and engagement from 
everyone we encountered. 

‘Lough Ree is the only major lake on 
the Shannon that lacks a dedicated search 
and rescue presence. It has a significant 
amount of marine traffic passing through, 
as it’s an intersection on the Shannon–Erne 
navigation route. 

‘We will initially operate a B class 
Atlantic 75 lifeboat from temporary 
facilities. The lifeboat will come from the 
relief fleet and a decision will be taken 
following the year-long trial whether to 
establish a permanent station.’

The Scottish trial will involve a Mersey 
class all-weather lifeboat, to improve the 
cover between Stornoway, Barra and Portree. 
Volunteers are already coming forward to 
crew the lifeboat, operate the station and 
raise funds for operating costs.

Work to update stations and lifeboats  
in 2011 included:

red bay’s new Atlantic 85 lifeboat  
(B-843) was officially named Geoffrey 
Charles on 28 May 2011. She was funded by 
Roger and Judith Colmer in memory of their 
son who saved many lives when a tsunami 
struck the Phi Phi islands in Thailand during 
2004. Roger and Judith's grandson, Edward, 
is shown 'Christening' the new lifeboat (3).

HRH The Princess Royal named 
bembridge’s new Tamar class Alfred Albert 
Williams (ON-1297, 16-17) on 10 August. A 
couple from Oxfordshire made a significant 
donation to fund this lifeboat in memory of 
their close friend. 

Construction of a new Atlantic 85 
boathouse at Queensferry, under the Forth 
railway bridge, is nearing completion. The 
new lifeboat (B-851) was named Jimmie 
Cairncross by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh  
on 11 August 2011.

Atlantic 85 Tony and Robert Britt (B-849) 
went on station at burnham-on-crouch on 
11 August. Mrs Patricia Britt officially named 
the lifeboat after her sons on 15 October. 
B-733 has been withdrawn.

Relief lifeboats James Dugdale (B-845) 
and Edna May (B-850) were named at rnli 
college on 31 October 2011 and D class 
Myway (D-745) joined the relief fleet on  
30 August.

Planning consent was granted for 
baltimore’s forthcoming Tamar class 
lifeboat to be moored afloat. It's hoped that 
dredging work for her berth will begin in 
January 2012.

On 8 September, Random Harvest  
(B-852) went on station at brighton (B-737 
has been withdrawn) and D class Laurence 
and Percy Hobbs (D-744) went on service at 
eastbourne. D-605 has been withdrawn.

Tamar class Rose went operational from 
her new home under the cliffs at the lizard 
(2), on 6 October. This is the ninth and most 
challenging to date of the 13 Tamar slipway 
stations to be commissioned. The remaining 
four at Moelfre, porthdinllaen, st davids 
and the Mumbles are planned for 
construction in 2012–14.

hunstanton’s new lifeboat station 
extension was officially opened on  

22 October. The station’s new B class 
lifeboat (B-848) was named Spirit of West 
Norfolk by Gerry Tan and Melissa Derby (6), 
in recognition of the local community that 
raised the funds.

The first of a new generation of E class 
lifeboats was officially named Hurley Burly 
by donor Kay Hurley at tower Lifeboat 
Station on 31 October (4). The Mk2 design 
updates the existing class, which has been 
in operation at three lifeboat stations on the 
Thames since they were established in 2001.

The pontoon berth and shore facilities 
at Montrose, the aran islands and 
castletownbere are progressing. A new 
floating boathouse for the Fenit D class 
lifeboat is complete (7).

Construction of a new hovercraft ramp 
adjacent to southend-on-sea’s famous 
pier is pending. This will be followed by the 
rebuilding of the station’s boathouse.

We look forward to featuring facilities 
for the Shannon class lifeboat, due to enter 
operational service in 2013. Meanwhile, 
you can keep up with developments in RNLI 
Compass, on our website at rnli.org.uk and 
via Facebook and Twitter (see page 41).

COAST REVIEW
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They’ve done us a flavour!

What could be better after a hard day’s 
work, whether at sea or on land, than a  
hot bowl of soup?

This March, New Covent Garden Soup 
Co launches a new flavour – Chunky 
Chipotle Chilli Bean and Chorizo – sales of 
which will generate donations for the RNLI. 
The soup was created by Robin Goodlad 
and was the winning entry in a competition 
run by New Covent Garden to find a 

restoring and nourishing soup suitable for a 
cold and hungry lifeboat crew after a long 
and arduous shout.

Look out for it in UK branches of 
Sainsbury’s, Tesco and Waitrose during 
March. In the meantime, the company’s 
Smoked Haddock Chowder will still be 
available until June. Launched in 2010,  
the chowder has raised over £17,000 for  
the RNLI so far.

Now showing: Lifeboat Heroes

Lifeboat Heroes, the RNLI documentary 
shown on the History channel last April,  
is now available on DVD.

Ben Fogle tells the RNLI story in the 
main feature. The DVD also includes special 
extras, such as dramatic real-life rescue 
footage shot by our crews.

Lifeboat Heroes is available from 
Amazon and other good stockists, with a 
recommended price of £9.99. A percentage 
of the proceeds (10% of the supplier’s gross 

receipts) will 
come to  
the RNLI.

Sign up 
for RNLI on TV 
email alerts  
at rnli.org.uk 
and we'll let 
you know when 
we're going to 
be on the box.

Tobermory Lifeboat Press 
Officer Sam Jones is the RNLI 
Photographer of the Year 2011. 
Sam’s winning photo shows the 
crew of the Hebrides station 
having casualty care training 
onboard the Severn class lifeboat 
Elizabeth Fairlie Ramsey. She says: 
‘The guys are quite used to me 
taking photos and are certainly 
no longer camera shy!’

The competition also 
included subject categories  
and the winners were: 
•  Lifeboats: Steve Taylor, 

Aldeburgh. 
• Lifeguards: Andrew Lean. 
• Seas: Rob Inett, Poole. 
• Rescues: Dave Parry, Gravesend.
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The wind brings changeable and sometimes 
wild weather to the UK and RoI. By 
understanding a bit about wind, it can help 
us all predict the weather. And who can 
resist the chance to beat Michael Fish at  
his own game?

Wind is moving air. It’s created by 
differences in air pressure – that’s how 
hard the air is pressing on the surface of 
the earth. Air is a gas, so when it warms 
up, it becomes less dense, lighter and rises, 
and when cooled, it becomes more dense, 
heavier and sinks. 

If a packet of air becomes warmer and 
rises, new air is sucked in behind it. That air 
must in turn be replaced. The replacement 
air will ultimately have sunk from higher 
levels, creating a cycle. Air is flowing across 
the surface of the earth from areas of higher 
pressure to areas of lower pressure.

We’ll feel the wind rushing faster the 
greater the difference between the focus of 
high and low pressure and the closer they are 
to each other. And the biggest differences 
in pressure will be found where temperature 
differences are the greatest – for example 

The wind brings us clear blue skies and storms, makes a 
sailboat sail and chills us to the bone. But have you ever 
wondered where it comes from? Here the Lifeboat gives 
you a beginner’s guide to wind and its extreme effects

The circulation of warming and cooling 
air, forming winds

Wind

Warm
air rises

Cool
air sinks

Satellite image of the cloud spiral of a low 
pressure system

Smoke rises
vertically

Wind <1mph
 <1 knot
Wave height 0m

Sea like a mirror

Wind shown by 
smoke but not by 
wind vanes

Wind 1–3mph
 1–3 knots
Wave height 0.1m

Ripples with the 
appearance of scales

Wind felt on face;
leaves rustle; 
ordinary vanes 
moved by wind

Wind 4–7mph
 4–6 knots
Wave height 0.2m

Small wavelets; 
crests look glassy 
and do not break

Leaves and small 
twigs in constant 
motion; wind 
extends light flag

Wind 8–12mph
 7–10 knots
Wave height 0.6m

Large wavelets; 
crests begin to break; 
foam looks glassy; 
perhaps scattered 
white horses

Raises dust and 
loose paper; small 
branches are moved

Wind 13–18mph
 11–16 knots
Wave height 1m

Small waves, 
becoming longer; 
fairly frequent
white horses.

Small trees in leaf
begin to sway

Wind 19–24mph
 17–21 knots
Wave height 2m

Moderate waves, 
taking a more 
pronounced long 
form; many white
horses are formed; 
chance of spray

Large branches in
motion; whistling 
in telegraph wires;
umbrella use difficult

Wind 25–31mph
 22–27 knots
Wave height 3m

Large waves begin 
to form; the white 
foam crests are 
more extensive 
everywhere; 
probably some spray

Whole trees in 
motion; inconvenience 
felt when walking 
against wind

Wind 32–38mph
 28–33 knots
Wave height 4m

Sea heaps up and 
white foam from 
breaking waves begins 
to be blown in streaks 
along the direction 
of the wind

Breaks twigs off trees;
generally impedes
progress

Wind 39–46mph
 34–40 knots
Wave height 5.5m

Moderately high
waves of greater
length; edges of
crests begin to break
into spindrift; foam 
blown in streaks

Slight structural 
damage; chimney pots 
and slates removed

Wind 47–54mph
 41–47 knots
Wave height 7m

High waves; dense
streaks of foam; crests
of waves begin to
topple, tumble and
roll over; spray may
affect visibility

Seldom experienced
inland; trees uprooted;
considerable structural 
damage

Wind 55–63mph
 48–55 knots
Wave height 9m

Very high waves with long 
overhanging crests; foam 
blown in dense white 
streaks; sea looks white; 
heavy and shocklike 
tumbling; visibility affected

Countryside devastated

Wind 73+mph
 64+ knots
Wave height 14+m

The air is filled with foam and 
spray; sea completely white 
with driving spray; visibility 
very seriously affected

Very rarely experienced 
on land; accompanied 
by widespread damage

Wind 64–72mph
 56–63 knots
Wave height 11.5m

Exceptionally high
waves; sea covered 
with long white patches 
of foam; edges of wave 
crests blown into froth; 
visibility seriously affected

0 Calm 1 Light air 2 Light breeze 3 Gentle breeze 4 Moderate breeze 5 Fresh breeze 6 Strong breeze 7 Near gale 8 Gale 9 Strong gale 10 Storm 11 Violent storm 12 Hurricane

between the equator and higher or lower 
latitudes, and between land and sea.

But air moves in all dimensions, not just 
in a simple up and down cycle, as there are 
many local and global factors at play. 

On a small scale, the speed and direction 
of the wind is affected by natural features 
such as mountains and even by architecture. 
Most of us will have experienced the wind 
whipping down a street with high buildings 
either side. 

On a large scale, in the northern 
hemishpere, winds spiral clockwise out from 
areas of high pressure and anticlockwise 
into areas of low pressure. These pressure 
systems can be localised or the size of a 
continent. Low pressure systems are usually 
associated with strong winds, cloudy skies 
and wet weather. 

On a global scale, entire spiralling 
systems move too, affected by the prevailing 
wind and the rotation of the earth. Weather 

forecasters often talk about ‘a weak (or 
deep) low coming towards us from across 
the Atlantic’. Then you’ll experience the wind 
coming from different directions as each 
section of the spiral reaches you. 

Wind swirls around you throughout the 
day. It’ll blow your whirligig around to dry 
your washing, it’ll keep you tacking in a 
yacht, it’ll lift a kite up high in the sky and 
make it twirl.

how wind helps us predict the weather
For centuries, people have watched, and to 
some extent predicted, the weather by the 
direction and speed of the wind:
•  Weathervanes and weathercocks tell you 

which way the wind is blowing. The arrow/
beak points to the direction that the wind 
is coming from.

•  Windsocks indicate the direction and force 
of the wind, with the smaller end pointing 
towards the direction the wind’s going to. 
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•  Since 1805 sailors have used the Beaufort 
Scale to estimate wind speed from 
observing the wind’s effect on the sea. 

•  Anemometers make more precise 
measurements of wind speed and direction. 

Since about 1860 meteorologists have 
been able to get one step ahead and forecast 
the speed and direction of wind before it 
reaches us by measuring air pressure with 
barometers – nowadays of great sensitivity.

But so many factors are at play at once 
that many different outcomes could develop 
from any snapshot of measurements. This 
is especially true at the north west tip of 
Europe, with such varied landscapes and 
with so many air currents from across the 
continents meeting within a relatively small 
area. The more stable the situation, such as a 
large strong high pressure system, the more 
certain the forecast. The more complex the 
situation, the more imprecise the forecast, 
despite the power of giant computers  
to process the probabilities.

high winds and high risk at sea
At sea, strong and prolonged winds create 
swell and waves. The wind can also add to 
or fight the effects of the tide. Predicted tide 
heights can appear inaccurate in very strong 
winds, and wind against tide can create 
rougher conditions. 

Out at sea there’s no place to hide,  
no friction to slow down the wind, and  
no shelter. 

In tropical storms or hurricanes, winds 
can reach up to 200mph, spiralling around 
a calm centre of low pressure – the eye of 
the storm. We don't get them around the 
British Isles because they can only form 
over very warm water (surface temperature 
of 26.5°C or more), but these remnants of 
ex-hurricanes can bring gales and high waves 
– as we saw when Katia passed close to the 
UK at the start of September. At high tide, 
high winds can cause destruction with  
storm surges.

We’re reminded in pages 20–29 of this 
magazine of the dangers of extreme wind 

Do you remember the winds in October 
1987, known as The Great Storm? Gusts 
of wind were more than 100mph. But 
the strongest wind ever recorded in 
the British Isles was in February 1989 
when a gust of wind at the Kinnaird 
Lighthouse, Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire, 
reached 142mph (123 knots). It was 
a storm at sea in 1854 that led to the 
establishment of the UK’s Met Office.

demystifying the weather forecast
Key

  Temperature in degrees Celsius.

  Wind speed and direction in miles per hour. The arrow 
points the same way as the wind is blowing. 

  Isobars – lines joining points of equal pressure, like 
contours on a map. The tighter the lines, the stronger 
the winds travelling along them.

  Depression – another name for a low pressure system.

  Prevailing winds – the background overall direction 
of the wind: south west at the north west edge of 
Europe.

  Jetstream – a band of very fast moving air, about  
6 miles above ground. There’s one in each hemisphere 
and they can stretch around the earth. They move 
major air masses and affect weather considerably.Fares are per person, based on standard occupancy of lowest grade available. Offers may be amended or withdrawn at any time without prior notice, are subject to availability and cannot be applied retrospectively. The free Transport

refers to either free car parking at the port or free return PortLink coach transfers. Free parking is for the duration of the cruise. On board spend is per cabin. Bookings are subject to Terms and Conditions as detailed in the Fred. Olsen
Cruises Worldwide 2012/13 second edition brochure. Some ports may be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. We reserve the right to amend itineraries for operational reasons. E&OE. †15% from the sale of this product will be paid
in support of the RNLI. RNLI name and logo are trademarks of RNLI used by Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines under licence from RNLI (Enterprises) Ltd. Payments are made to RNLI (Enterprises) Ltd which pays all its taxable profits to the RNLI, a
charity registered in England and Wales (209603) and Scotland (SC037736). Charity number CHY 2678 in the Republic of Ireland. E&OE.

See the world with like-minded
people On BOARD Our intimately-sized ships

Departs 22nd May 2012 – 9 nights
From Dover – Braemar – M1212

Prices from £879pp

£100 per cabinOnBoard Spend&Transport

Dover, Dublin (Ireland), Holyhead (Wales),
Belfast (Northern Ireland), Kirkwall (Orkney Isles),
Invergordon (Scotland), Dover

To book call 01473 746 170 or visit fredolsencruises.com – with code: RNLIWI11

When you sail with Fred. Olsen you'll be seeing the world in a more relaxed and friendly atmosphere. As a family-run company we offer
a more personal approach and everything is designed to feel like a home-from-home. Our smaller ships bring you closer to some of the
world's most fascinating places. From captivating Iberian cities and the natural beauty of the Canaries to the awe-inspiring scenery

of the Norwegian fjords – why not try one of our cruises and experience the Fred. Olsen difference for yourself?

Around the British Isles
with Ireland

Departs 2nd September 2012 – 7 nights
From Dover – BlackWatch –W1212

Prices from £739pp

£70 per cabinOnBoard Spend&Transport

Dover, Bergen (Norway), Flåm, Sognefjord,
(Norway), Scenic cruise Naeroyfjord, Eidfjord,
Hardangerfjord (Norway) Stavanger (Norway),
Dover

Norway's Fjords

Sognefjord

Departs 10th June 2012 – 8 nights
From Greenock – Boudicca – D1211

Prices from £779pp

£100 per cabin On Board Spend&Transport

Greenock, Leixoes, for Oporto, (Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal), Vigo (Spain), Greenock

Portugal & Spain

Departs 3rd October 2012 – 10 nights
From Southampton – Balmoral – L1217

Prices from £899pp

£100 per cabin On Board Spend&Transport

Southampton, Lisbon (Portugal), Portimão
(Portugal), Casablanca (Morocco), Cadiz (Spain),
La Coruna (Spain), Southampton

Portugal, Spain &Morocco

Departs 20th July 2012 – 15 nights
From Dover – Braemar – M1217

Prices from £1,349pp

£200 per cabin On Board Spend&Transport

Dover, Cadiz (Spain),Mahon (Menorca),
Ajaccio (Corsica), Toulon (France), Barcelona
(Spain), Gibraltar, Dover

Western Mediterranean
with Corsica

Departs 3rd November 2012 – 13 nights
From Southampton – Balmoral – L1220

Prices from £999pp

£150per cabinOnBoard Spend&Transport

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), San Sebastian
(La Gomera), Santa Cruz (Tenerife), Las Palmas
(Gran Canaria), Arrecife (Lanzarote), Lisbon
(Portugal), Southampton

Canary Islands &Madeira
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PRICE TOTALQTYITEM (Prices include P&P)

Royale Senior Vac with standard Filter

Royale Senior Vac with optional HEPA Filter

Soft Dusting Brush

2 x Royale Senior Vacs

2 x Royale Senior Vacs with optional HEPA Filters

£35.90

£37.80

£5.90

£61.60

£57.80

Post to: ShopatEase, PO Box 692, Southampton, SO14 0HW

Eight times lighter than most upright vacuums
and now 3 times more powerful. The Royale vac
will effortlessly take the effort out of cleaning

every room in your home from top to bottom.
Small in size - Mighty in performance!
Weighing just over 3lbs with an extra long
power cord, the Royale is ideal for ‘seniors’, 
or those with limited grip, strength or mobility.
Perfect for carpets, stairs & upholstery!

It converts in seconds to a hand held vac
complete with crevice tool. A superior HEPA

Filter and Soft Dusting Brush is also available.
Order now - Only available from Shop@Ease!
Order today and we’ll deliver it to your home in 
5 working days, along with our 14 Day Moneyback
Guarantee†. 

Buy a second Royale Senior Vac - Save an extra £14
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“It’s changed my life. Even with arthritis in my arms I can now 
clean my home with ease using just one hand!”

Superlight, powerful
and so easy to use...
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Only
£54.95£29.95

plus £5.95 P&P*

Mrs Ardwin - 
East Sussex

Weighs 3.5 Lbs

ROYALESenior Vac

•Simply powers away 
dirt & dust effortlessly

•Converts to a hand vac

•Extra long power cord

•Easy to empty and store

•Save £25 on the R.R.P

•Moneyback Guarantee

So light 
and easy 
to use 

3x More Power**

So Versatile

Converts in
seconds to
a hand vac

Life-

...the UK’s lightest, most versatile, 2-in-1 vac!

See the
dirt
collect in
the easy
to empty
dust
canister

Effortlessly
glides
across all
surfaces
right up to
skirting
boards

Extra
long
power
cord for
stairs 
& large
rooms

Long reach
handle, no
stooping 
or bending

Changing!

0844 8 750 750
To order call now or shop online:

www.shop-at-ease.net
Quote code or post the coupon oppositeRS -LB -5

@shop ease
FOR UNBEATABLE VALUE

Another exclusive offer from...

...Thank You 
for your order!

Lines open 8am - 8pm, 7 days a week. Calls charged at 5p per minute from BT landlines.

New HEPA Filter Upgrade
only £1.90!
Traps the smallest
of dust and dirt
particles. Highly
recommended for
asthma sufferers.

Handy
Crevice

Tool 
Included!

Optional Extras...

Additional Dusting Brush
only £5.90!
Perfect for cleaning
ornaments, the top
of picture frames,
along skirting 
boards, glassware...

100% Guarantee!
NEW - HEPA Filter Upgrade!

Plus our No-Risk 14 Day Approval Period!

** 3 times more powerful than the previous model.

Valid 
From:
Security Code: 
(last 3 digits on back of card)
This code will not be kept after the transaction

Issue Number
(Maestro/Solo only):

Expiry 
Date:

Date of
Birth:

I enclose my cheque/PO made 
payable to ShopatEase Ltd. £
Or debit my Visa / MasterCard / Visa Debit / Maestro / Solo card. Card No:

BLOCK CAPITALS

Signature

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)

Address

Postcode                            Telephone

E-mail

*Note: Additional P&P charges to N. Ireland,
Scottish Isles and Highlands, Isle of Man, Scilly
Isles and Channel Isles advised on request. 

† 14 day money back guarantee does not include p&p charge. We aim to deliver your order within 5 working days of
receipt but allow up to 28 days. If you do not wish to receive mailings from other companies, please write separately to
Dept CS at the above address. 

RS/LB/5
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and weather at sea. Loss of life through 
capsize is a major threat in high winds with 
high breaking waves and wind heeling – the 
effect of the wind blowing on the side of the 
boat and pushing it over.

RNLI all-weather lifeboats are, as 
the name suggests, able to go out in all 
weathers. They’re made of sterner stuff than 
your average leisureboat and wind heeling 
alone will not capsize an all-weather lifeboat. 
But if a capsize does happen RNLI Staff 
Officer Neil Chaplin affirms: ‘All-weather 
lifeboats are capable of surviving, protecting 
the crew and carrying on.’ In high winds 
helicopters can be grounded, but the RNLI 
volunteers launch to save lives at sea when 
no one else can help. In 2010 there were  
107 lifeboat launches in gale force and  
storm force winds. 

RNLI lifeguards also save lives when 
the wind wreaks havoc on the beach. 
High winds create huge waves that knock 
swimmers and surfers for six, and offshore 
winds blow unsuspecting inflatable users 
out to sea and make it harder for those 

on the water to get back to shore, as RNLI 
Coastal Safety Programmes Manager Ross 
Macleod explains: ‘Offshore winds can feel 
deceptively light behind you on the way out. 
You only realise how strong they are when 
you’re exhausted from struggling back to  
the beach against the wind.’ 

Deep low pressure systems bring high 
winds and intense downpours that cause 
flash floods. The flood water’s too fast 
flowing to be affected by the wind, but the 
lifesaving efforts of the RNLI Flood Rescue 
Team can be hampered by fallen power lines  
and trees, torn down by the wind. 

It bites, it whips and it screams. We 
understand it better and measure it more 
precisely than ever, but we cannot pacify 
the wind. Lifeboat crews and lifeguards will 
always fight the extreme effects of wind to 
save lives, but it will forever be untamed.

words: Bethany Hope
Photos: EUMEtSAt/Met Office,  
Gary Kinch
Illustrations: Jonathan Lotriet

in the know
A wind is described by the direction it 
comes from: a north wind blows from 
the north. 

Downwind – in the same direction  
as the wind is blowing towards. 

Upwind – in the same direction  
as the wind is blowing from.

Lee – shelter from the wind, provided  
by, for example, an island or ship.

Wind chill – wind passing over you 
causes your body to lose heat faster 
than standing air so temperatures will 
feel colder than actually measured.

Famous winds
All over the world there are local winds 
with particular characteristics: 
•  The Mistral, a cold, dry wind in France 
•  The Doctor, a daily refreshing breeze in 

Fremantle, Australia
•  Santa Ana, a strong, dry offshore wind 

in California, USA.
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words: Mairéad Dwane
Photos: Hartlepool Mail,  
rnLI/(Steve Jones, nigel Millard, 
rachel Pratt, Andrew Stewart)

AN EARlY dETOUR
Torbay lifeboat crew were called from their beds at 1am on Monday 19 September 
2011 to evacuate a sick passenger from a New York-bound cruise liner. The liner 
altered course to meet the Severn class lifeboat Alec & Christina Dykes at around 
2am. The woman and her family were transferred to the lifeboat and brought to 
shore. The liner’s Captain, Neil Turnball, says: ‘As always, it was a pleasure working 
with them to effect an efficient transfer.’

7

8

The RNLI’s lifeboats and 
lifeguards carry out thousands 
of rescues every year  
(see Launches on page 42). 
Here are just a few caught 
on camera and see below for 
more in-depth reports:

 7 St Peter Port, pages 14–23
 8 Porthtowan, page 24

A STABlE PARTNERShIP
14 September 2011: This disabled trawler 
had been under tow in gale-force winds by 
another fishing vessel for several hours, before 
Lochinver lifeboat was requested to stand by 
astern and stabilise the tow for safe entry  
to harbour.

All AdRIfT
22 October 2011: Eastbourne all-weather lifeboat crew 
responded to the call for help from a cruiser with engine failure. 
She was drifting quickly and her crew suffering severe seasickness 
in the turbulent seas. The lifeboat towed her to Newhaven, 
returning to Eastbourne 4 hours after the original call.

CAUGhT BY CONdITIONS
3 September 2011: Porthcawl’s B class lifeboat 
Rose of the Shires was called out to rescue two 
kayakers who’d got caught out by a sudden 
change in conditions. The crew had just finished 
a fundraising bike ride when they got the call.

dOUBlE GROUNdING
17 September 2011: Hayling Island 
lifeboat crew assess the situation at the 
scene of a grounded yacht. The yacht’s 
crew were taken back to the station to 
await the rising tide. This was Hayling 
Island’s second call out to a grounded 
yacht that morning.

STUCk fAST, ThEN fOOTlOOSE
Hartlepool crew battled to save a 16-year-old boy stuck waist-deep 
in sand with a rapidly rising tide on 30 September 2011. The boy 
had got his foot caught when helping two younger members of his 
family from the water. The crew used a hose as a waterjet to loosen 
the sand around him, and dived under the water to loosen his foot. 
RNLI Mechanic Garry Waugh says: ‘He’s a very lucky boy – the tide 
was coming in fast and he was really stuck. This wasn’t a run-of-
the-mill rescue for the lifeboat crew, but everyone worked together 
brilliantly and fortunately we were able to free him in time.’
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Rock and roller rescue
the setting
During the Volcom surfing contest on 10 September 
2011, there were hundreds of eager spectators on 
Porthtowan Beach in north Cornwall, while the 
competitors showed their prowess on the waves.  
The RNLI lifeguards on the beach certainly had their 
hands full keeping watch.

Tom Durrant, his girlfriend and her sister, who 
were on holiday, were not taking part in the event. 
The three had spent the previous day at the beach and 
sea without incident but on this day the waves were 
much bigger and the shoreline busy with people.  
The women decided to stay close to the beach and 
Tom ventured off with his board.

the lifeguards
Lifeguards Marcus 
Lascelles (pictured), 
Chris Lowry, Ben Sowter 
and Adam Bunt were on 
duty that day. Lifeguard 
Supervisor Josh Ward, 
who was not on duty, was 
nearby helping at the surf 

competition. Josh takes up the story: ‘I looked across 
and saw Marcus start paddling out. On the right-
hand side of the beach there is a fixed rip [current] 
that some surfers and bodyboarders use to carry 
themselves along. It often takes them to the back of 
the rocks and some people do get caught out by it.’

It was around 3.30pm, cloudy with impressive 
dumping waves up to 3.5m high, a flooding tide, and 
force 5–6 winds. Checking the sea, the lifeguards 
spotted a man [Tom] struggling on his own, away from 
the surfing competitors. Marcus ran to the water and 
paddled as quickly as he could with his rescue board 
to where the bodyboarder was trying to keep afloat 
and Chris Lowry fired up the inshore rescue boat (IRB). 
Nevertheless, because it was so windy it was hard 
going with just him and Ben onboard. Josh hurried 
across to help out and swapped over with Ben. His 
extra weight would help in stabilising the small boat 
but they still couldn’t get close enough with the IRB 
in the very rough conditions and were concerned it 
might hit the rocks or flip over. 

Marcus, meanwhile, was forced to ditch the rescue 
board as conditions became more dangerous and he 
and Tom were swept towards the rocks.  

During a surfing competition, one bodyboarder got more excitement 
than he’d bargained for 

The lifeguard risked serious injury to himself by 
putting his own body between Tom and the rocks and 
then using the waves to drag Tom up onto them. They 
were overpowered by the waves and washed back 
into the water on more than one occasion. Ben, who 
had arrived to help, assisted Marcus in getting Tom 
across the sharp rocks until they all eventually reached 
the beach. It was a slow and painful journey. Because 
of the rough conditions and rocks, the IRB had been 
forced to go back to a safer standing-by position 
before returning to the beach. 

Bodyboarder Tom was taken back to the lifeguard 
hut where Chris Lowry carried out casualty care, 
assessing his condition and cleaning up his wounds. 
Tom had sustained nasty cuts and bruises on his legs, 
hands and feet.

Lifeguard Marcus had cuts and grazes too – mostly 
to his hands and feet, which he was able to treat 
himself. His full wetsuit had protected him from 
further injury. The plucky 21-year-old then went 
straight back on patrol.

Supervisor Josh Ward is full of admiration at  
how the lifeguards responded that day, particularly 
Marcus: ‘He’s a very experienced lifeguard. A lot of 
people would have been really shaken up afterwards 
but he kept a clear head and carried on with his  
duties regardless.’

a day later ...
The next day as Hurricane Katia swept across the 
Atlantic, the huge surf swells continued to build. The 
beach was red-flagged and the surfing competition 
was moved to another location.

Marcus has been awarded the RNLI's Thanks of 
the Institution Inscribed on Vellum for his part in this 
rescue. There is video footage of this rescue, which 
can be seen at rnli.org.uk/porthtowan10sep2011.

a grateful rescuee
Tom says: ‘I have been surfing 
and bodyboarding for many 
years. I set out intending to 
avoid the surf competition. 
I made reasonable progress 
but it was a challenge and I 
did not realise I had begun 
drifting to the right. I had 

seen the strong current sign but it had not been so 
strong the day before and so I had not taken enough 
heed of it – a mistake! I tried to compensate by 
paddling at 45° away from the rocks but the waves 
and current were too strong and after another  
15 minutes I was tired. I did not like the thought  
of climbing up the rocks.

‘The lifeguards spotted me and came to my aid.  
I just saw Marcus who tried to get me onto the rescue 
board but the sea was too rough. We kept capsizing 
and I couldn’t hold on. He then guided me through the 
rocks and helped me up onto them as I was struggling 
from fatigue and still wearing fins.

‘I am fairly used to being out in rough seas 
but generally on more familiar beaches and on a 
surfboard. This situation caught me out. I feel very bad 
that I have caused others to risk their own safety. I am 
very grateful to Marcus and the others for their daring 
rescue. It could have ended very much worse had they 
not been there.

‘I have since joined the RNLI as a member and 
will be much more careful in the future. My heartfelt 
thanks and respect go to all those who are very willing 
to risk their own lives to save others.’

words: Carol waterkeyn
Photos: rnLI/(nathan williams,  
Stephen Berriman)

1 Marcus photographed 
during a reconstruction 
of the rescue

2 The waves and rip 
current at Porthtowan 
can be extremely 
challenging

3 The mussel-
encrusted rocks that 
Marcus and Tom had  
to cross

4 The area off 
Porthtowan beach 
where the rescue  
took place

1 2 3 4
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In the English Channel, there are breaking swells higher than 
houses. Shrieking winds whip up a storm of snow, sleet and 
spray. Amidst it all, a huge cargo ship named Bonita, with 
36 people onboard, has rolled onto her side. She will never 
come up again. As the hurricane rages, it’s the beginning of 
a week of courage and loss that will always be remembered 
by the RNLI
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The Ecuadorian cargo ship Bonita left port 
for the last time on 10 December 1981. She 
had been loaded with fertiliser in Hamburg, 
and had 36 people aboard: Ecuadorian crew 
members, plus engineers and an electrician 
from Spain and Norway. Two of the crew 
– the Captain and the First Engineer – had 
their wives and children with them.

Norwegian John Aicher was the Chief 
Engineer of the 8,400-ton ship. ‘On Sunday 
13 December, we hit a hell of a weather 
front. We had 9m waves by lunchtime.  
The ship was rolling so heavily that nothing 
remained on the shelves in my cabin.’

On Guernsey, St Peter Port RNLI 
volunteers were summoned to move their 
lifeboat Sir William Arnold to a safer position 
in the harbour. ‘I said to my wife “this 
shouldn’t take long – hold lunch as long as 
you can,”’ says Peter Bougourd, who was 
then Second Coxswain. Some 40 miles 
offshore to the north, Bonita was getting  
a pounding. At 1.10pm, two giant waves hit 
her port side, causing her to list heavily to 
starboard. Then came the killer blow. A third 
wave caused the ship’s cargo to shift, and 
she was unable to right herself. The Captain 
decided to try and run the ship aground off 
France, and asked John to increase power.

John had just entered the engine room 
when the ship lost all power. Without her 
engine holding any sort of course, Bonita 
quickly turned so that her flat bottom faced 

the huge waves, making the rolling even 
worse. John was covered in oil and had to 
tackle a torrent of seawater in order to get 
out of the room. ‘My fear and frustration 
turned to rage after the thought that I could 
be drowned like a rat,’ says John. ‘That was 
probably why I managed to climb out.’

Up on the bridge, the Captain was still 
trying to steer the ship to safety, but John 
staggered in and told him that they had 
lost engine power. With his ship now at the 
mercy of the sea, the Captain sent a mayday 
alert. This was relayed to St Peter Port signal 
station, and the town's lifeboat crew. 

The volunteers were aboard the lifeboat, 
preparing to move her to a safer position 
in the harbour, when they heard they were 
needed mid-Channel and immediately 
headed out to sea at 1.23pm. ‘The 
conditions were quite horrendous, and the 
further we went, the worse it got as we left 
the lee of the island,’ says Peter Bougourd, 
who had the task of navigating. He used the 
given position of the ship and her likely drift 
in a force 12 to plot a course.

Meanwhile, a Royal Navy rescue 
helicopter had headed to the scene, and 
Winchman John Spencer braved the 
100-knot winds and rolling ship masts to 
take four people off Bonita, including the 
Captain’s wife and 2-year-old child. But then 
the helicopter’s rotor blades began to ice up.  
The aircraft crew could not risk lingering.

Coxswain and Gold Medallist Mike Scales:
‘  the sea can knock you around like 
a cork so that lifeboat did well. it’s 
impossible to predict what the sea is 
going to do next in those conditions.'

SOS Day 2011 raised almost £500,000 for equipping and training  
our volunteer crew members and lifeguards. Why not join in  
with SOS Day 2012? You can get involved at work, at home,  
at school – anywhere you want. Find out how to join in the 

fun by requesting your SOS fundraising kit and support  
the RNLI’s biggest fundraising day.

Visit rnli.org.uk/sos or call 0845 121 4999 in the UK 
Visit rnli.ie/sos or call 1800 789589 in the RoI
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At 4.30pm, the Sir William Arnold 
reached the Bonita. ‘I was very pleased 
because I gave an estimated time of arrival 
as 4.20pm and we were only 10 minutes 
later,’ recalls Peter Bougourd. ‘That was 
important, being on time, because once 
hope goes, people start to go downhill.’  
The scene that greeted the lifeboat crew  
will always stay with Mike Scales, who  
was Coxswain. 

‘I saw that ship on its side, knowing lots 
of people needed to come off and that the 
helicopter had done as much as they could. 
And I was thinking “How the hell are we 
going to do this?”’ says Mike. He battled 
15m waves to take the lifeboat around 
Bonita, which was by now listing at 45°.

The lifeboat volunteers spotted most 
of Bonita's crew assembled on the high 
side of the ship. But Mike knew that there 
would be no way to get the survivors off 
from that point – he needed them to move 
to the stern of the ship if he was going to 
get near enough without risking his own 
crew. Struggling to be heard in the shrieking 
hurricane, the lifeboat volunteers managed 
to usher the Bonita crew towards the 
stern using a combination of directing the 
searchlight, pointing and radio messages.

Aboard the ship, reaching the stern 
proved difficult and dangerous for the crew. 
‘We were freezing, in shock and exhausted,’ 

recalls John Aicher. ‘With what strength they 
had left they walked on hands and knees 
along the outside of the hull to the stern.’ 
John also faced the difficult task of moving 
a casualty who could not walk. The Second 
Engineer had broken both his legs in a fall 
and John helped him to the main deck with 
the help of the Electrician. ‘The poor soul 
was in excruciating pain,’ recalls John, who 
noticed that another member of the crew, 
a motorman, had also fallen and broken his 
leg. He was on one of the ship’s hatches, 
which were being hit by waves. Next to  
him was the ship’s steward.

‘The Steward was totally motionless 
with shock,’ says John Aicher. The Steward 
later fell and was killed instantly when he 
hit the side of the ship. His body floated in 
the sea, watched in horror by Bonita’s crew. 
Meanwhile, the injured Motorman clung  
on for his life.

Mike Scales brought the lifeboat’s port 
side alongside the ship’s transom, and 
two men jumped aboard from the stern. 
In the falling swell, a third man jumped 
unexpectedly. He mistimed his leap, fell head 
first on the lifeboat and suffered a serious 
head injury. Crew Members Alan Martel 
and John Webster carried him into the 
wheelhouse, where Mechanic Bob Vowles 
tended to the wound. The other two men 
sheltered below in the fore cabin.

‘ being islanders we’ve all grown  
up with boats. so it’s in the blood.’

Crew Member Richard Hamon is pictured 

over breakfast in a St Peter Port cafe. The 

photographs on the wall – both taken by 

Brian Green – show Richard and the crew 

arriving back at Guernsey after the Bonita 

rescue (top left) and their lifeboat at the time, 

the Arun class Sir William Arnold (top middle).

Second Coxswain Peter Bougourd
‘  My wife said i wasn’t worth a brass farthing  
in the garden for a fortnight after that rescue.’ 

Annie Bougourd
' they had confidence in the lifeboat and each other. 
so i thought there was no point in worrying.'



‘There was a fellow in a white jumper 
who let go of the heaving line,’ says Alan 
Martel. ‘I just saw this dark patch in the 
water, so I hung out of the boat and pulled 
him by his hair.’ With the help of the 
other lifeboat crew, Alan pulled the man 
aboard. He had stopped breathing, but the 
volunteers resuscitated him.

After 16 people had been successfully 
rescued using a line, Mike Scales drew away 
from Bonita to give his crew some respite. 
They had been working for hours in sub-zero 
temperatures, hurricane-force winds and 
three-storey seas. ‘For me it was a chance 
to bring my trousers back up because they 
were down around my knees inside my 
oilskins – most uncomfortable!’ smiles Peter 
Bougourd. After 10 minutes, the lifeboat 
returned to the stern of the ship, much to 
the relief of the ship’s crew, who thought 
they had been abandoned. During one 
approach, the lifeboat’s engines stalled, and 
she was trapped under the ship’s transom. 
Peter reached out and pushed against the 
ship’s hull. ‘We were stuck. It was only when 
a wave came behind us and the engines 
restarted that she popped out backwards.’ 

By now there were several rescue 
helicopters on scene, but it was still too 
dangerous for them to send a winchman 
down to Bonita. However, the ship’s crew 

managed to get a message to a rescue 
helicopter that there was no way that the 
injured Second Engineer would be able to 
jump. Risking their lives, the helicopter crew 
hovered low enough to dangle a strop. After 
three attempts, it was secured to the injured 
man and he was airlifted to hospital.

John Aicher was wondering if his turn to 
jump would ever arrive. ‘I felt the urge just 
to slide into the raging sea just to get away 
from this nightmare,’ he says. When his turn 
did come, he jumped with the Electrician 
and both were pulled safely aboard. That 
just left three men: the Captain, the injured 
Motorman (who had by now been lashed 
to a hatch to avoid him being swept away) 
and a panic-stricken crew member who was 
afraid to jump. 

The frightened seaman eventually tied 
the line around his wrists, jumped, and the 
lifeboat crew hauled him to the Sir William 
Arnold. Then the Captain was safely taken 
aboard too.

Although he did not want to leave 
the injured Motorman alone on the ship, 
Coxswain Mike Scales reluctantly decided 
to head to shore. He had hypothermic, 
exhausted people aboard. The man who had 
suffered a head injury was unconscious and 
needed urgent medical attention. The crew 
decided that Brixham, Devon, was their  

best destination – by now it was only  
27 miles away, while Guernsey was around 
60 miles to the south. At the same time, the 
Torbay lifeboat was heading in the opposite 
direction. Her crew had been occupied 
rescuing a yacht crew when Bonita first 
called for help, but now they were available 
and were heading to the ship. 

Before the Torbay lifeboat arrived at the 
Bonita, the crew of a French tug managed 
to get the injured Motorman off the hatch 
and to safety. St Peter Port Mechanic Bob 
Vowles heard the good news on the radio 
and passed it on to the Bonita survivors in 
the lifeboat’s fore cabin. ‘I could not resist 
bursting into tears,’ says John Aicher.

Although they had made it off the 
Bonita, the survivors were not home and dry 
quite yet. They faced a rough journey back 
to Brixham, and the inside of the lifeboat 
resembled a toilet in parts: many casualties 
were suffering from seasickness, shock and 
injury. The lifeboat finally reached Brixham 
at 11.13pm, after more than 10 hours at sea. 

Three decades on, John Aicher says he 
owes everything to the St Peter Port lifeboat 
crew. ‘If these men had not been there I 
would not be here today. They gave me  
30 more years.’ 

See overleaf for the aftermath of the rescue.
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The late Peter Bisson [pictured in 1992].
‘ pete had not been on the lifeboat for 
very long then. but he thoroughly 
enjoyed it. pete was very quiet. not 
shy, but he wouldn’t boast about what 
they had done. he just loved being on 
that lifeboat.’

Pauline Bisson, Peter's widow

Concerned that more attempts to get 
alongside would risk his crew and lifeboat, 
Mike Scales formed a new plan.

Peter Bisson operated the searchlight. 
Mechanic Bob Vowles was based in the 
wheelhouse, in charge of communications 
and first aid. John Webster, Richard Hamon, 
John Bougourd and Alan Martel were on 
deck, preparing to pull people aboard and 
take them inside. Peter Bougourd went to 
the foredeck.

‘Peter probably had the hardest job 
standing on the bow,’ says Mike Scales.  
‘I asked him to stand there because he was 
our rocket launcher – he could throw the 
line the furthest.’ The plan was to approach 
the transom head-on and throw a line to 

the ship, which people would attach to 
themselves, jump into the sea and then 
be pulled aboard. It would take great skill 
to hold the lifeboat in position in such 
conditions. One moment the lifeboat would 
be on the crest of a wave, level with the top 
of Bonita’s stern, the next she would be in 
a trough, below the propeller. ‘Mike Scales 
showed wonderful boathandling,’ says  
Peter Bougourd. 

The wife and two daughters of the First 
Engineer were among the first to receive 
the heaving line from Peter, wrap it around 
themselves and jump, despite the risks of 
impact and immersion in the ferocious, cold 
sea. They were quickly pulled aboard, but not 
all transfers went so smoothly.

Assistant Mechanic Alan Martel:
‘ we had all been out when it was rough 
in our own boats. so it was just a bit 
more weather. of course we were 
happy to go. and at the back of our 
minds we knew that the lifeboat would  
get us home.’

Mechanic Bob Vowles [pictured in 1982].
‘ bob was in the wheelhouse, giving  
first aid. plus he had to restart the 
engines when we stalled, and was in 
charge of communications. not easy  
in a hurricane!’

Coxswain Mike Scales

The Bonita, pictured on her side in 
the English Channel. A liferaft is just 
visible (circled), which no one could 
safely reach in the conditions

John Aicher, First Engineer on Bonita:
' i was quite sure i would never come 
home. these men gave me 30 more 
years to live.'

Crew Member John Bougourd:
‘ i remember the calm there was when 
we went down the troughs of the 
waves. it was dark and quiet. the 
spray made it especially difficult to 
work in because it gets in your eyes. 
the lifeboat was the star. she was a 
beautiful boat.’

Crew Member John Webster:
‘ there was real strength and depth. 
peter bougourd, John bougourd, and 
peter bisson all became coxswains 
after Mike scales. that’s four 
coxswains, present or future.  
a great team.'

To see a short film on the Bonita rescue, and hear the St Peter Port crew and rescuee John Aicher speak, go to rnli.org.uk/bonita.
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The St Peter Port crew were not the only 
RNLI lifeboat volunteers who battled violent 
storms in December 1981.

When the Bonita had first begun to list 
heavily at lunchtime on 13 December, the 
Beaumaris lifeboat headed into a gale and 
blizzard to rescue a fishing boat off Anglesey. 
Coxswain David Gallichan managed to get 
close enough for his crew to take two men 
off the stricken vessel before it was wrecked 
on the shore.

Off the Yorkshire coast, the Humber 
lifeboat was also called into action. Humber 
Coxswain Brian Bevan and his crew went 
to the aid of another ship that had suffered 
a shifting cargo. Facing storm force winds 
gusting to force 11, Coxswain Bevan took 
the lifeboat alongside eight times, taking 
off three men. The ship’s Captain and Mate 
decided to stay aboard their vessel, so the 
Humber lifeboat slowly escorted them 
through the storm into the Humber Estuary.

On the morning of 14 December, the 
St Peter Port lifeboat crew woke up in a 
Brixham guesthouse and set off for home 
after a hearty breakfast. Second Coxswain 
Peter Bougourd took the wheel while 
Coxswain Scales rested. Although she had 
hit the Bonita several times, and battled 
hurricane conditions, the Arun class  

Sir William Arnold was mechanically sound, 
and made short work of the journey to 
Guernsey in large swells and gale force winds.

Of the 29 people brought back to 
Brixham, all survived except the man who 
had suffered a head injury. Sadly, he died 
from his wounds in hospital. Bonita Chief 
Engineer John Aicher faced a busy few days 
in England. ‘I had to help get people home 
to Ecuador, and I had to make a statement 
about the ship. I was not able to think what 
I had been through. I had lost everything, 
including my clothes and passport.’

The St Peter Port crew members were 
still coming to terms with all that they had 
seen and done when, on 19 December, the 
crew of the Penlee lifeboat launched off the 
Cornish coast. The lifeboat Solomon Browne 
headed to a coaster, Union Star, which 
was being battered towards the shore in a 
hurricane. The crews of both vessels were 
all lost. It was the worst lifeboat tragedy in 
living memory. In typical understatement, 
Peter Bougourd said: ‘It took the shine  
off Christmas.’

In May 1982, the St Peter Port crew 
headed to London. It was the day of the 
RNLI’s Annual Presentation of Awards – a 
day so often associated with celebration.  
But this year it was to be tinged with sadness.

No fewer than 29 Medals for Gallantry 
were awarded at the ceremony. They 
included a Bronze Medal for Beaumaris 
Coxswain David Gallichan and a Bar to 
Bronze Medal to Humber Coxswain Brian 
Bevan, for the courage and skill they showed 
on 13 December. As for the St Peter Port 
crew, Coxswain Mike Scales received the 
Gold Medal, while the crew all received 
Bronze Medals. 

The wives and mothers of the Penlee 
crew received posthumous Medals for 
Gallantry on behalf of their husbands and 
sons. ‘It was very tearful – it could so easily 
have been the wives from Guernsey that 
were up there instead of the Penlee ones,’ 
says Pauline Bisson, wife of the late Peter 
Bisson. ‘It was a really sad but special night.’ 

For Bonita survivor John Aicher, there 
is no award or gift that can sum up his 
gratitude: ‘We survived,’ he says, ‘thanks to 
the tremendous efforts and great gallantry 
of the crew of the St Peter Port lifeboat.’

words: rory Stamp.  
Photos: Brian Green, rnLI/(Mike Lavis, 
nigel Millard, nathan williams).  
Painting: Dave Jory

Medals and tears

nautical skills weekend 
4–5 February 2012

Find out more at rnli.org.uk/nauticalskills or call 01202 662261 
Remember! Every £1 spent at RNLI College helps save lives at sea

Great views

Refreshments, lunch and, on Saturday, a three-course dinner with guest speaker 
are all included in the price of £325, with optional B&B package available.

• take the helm in our state-of-the-art lifeboat simulator

• learn how to equip for survival

• plot your way out of difficulty

• take to a liferaft in our survival tank

• recover a man overboard

• maintain your engine, fault find and much more. 

Experience, explore, discover: a unique weekend to remember 
and amazing hands-on opportunity with RNLI experts

Sea Survival Centre
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Valentia Lifeboats – A History

by Dick Robinson
Review by Carol Waterkeyn

Dick Robinson is a former 
Crew Member of Valentia 
Lifeboat Station, President 
of a fundraising branch, 
RNLI Sea Safety Adviser 

and a member of the Lifeboat Enthusiasts’ 
Society. He is passionate about lifeboats  
and it shows in this well-researched book.

Valentia Lifeboats – A History is an 
account of the life of the Co Kerry station 
since its foundation in 1864. I found the 
passages about the harrowing recovery of 
passengers from the 1985 Air India Disaster, 
and an excerpt ‘What makes a lifeboatman?’ 
taken from the local paper, particularly 
poignant. But Valentia Lifeboat Station is 
not unique. The sentiments expressed and 
the dedication of crews recorded throughout 
would probably ring true for every one of 
the RNLI’s lifeboat stations. Given the fact 
that Dick has taken the time and trouble to 
thoroughly research and record every detail 
of Valentia, and include photographs of the 
many crew members and boats, I salute him. 

You can listen to Dick's podcast on 
Valentia lifeboats at goo.gl/mHghi.

Paperback book
Published by The History Press Ireland
ISBN 9781845887070
Price €19.99/£16.99

The Mousehole Cat

By Antonia Barber  
and Nicola Bayley 
Review by Bethany Hope

Tired of reading  
The Gruffalo to your 

children/grandchildren? 
Are your kids too young for Harry Potter? 
Then as a mother of two, I recommend you 
treat yourselves to The Mousehole Cat. It’s 
a timeless classic that appeals to adults and 
children alike.

This heartwarming story of friendship, 
the wild sea and bravery, is seen through 
the eyes of Mowser the cat and her brave 
old fisherman owner Tom. The Great Storm 
Cat prevents all the fishermen going out of 
the harbour and the villagers of Mousehole 
are getting hungry. Together Tom and 
Mowser risk their lives for the sake of their 
community. Will Mowser tame the Great 
Storm Cat?

Rich illustrations combine beautifully 
with poetic language, great detail, and 
the whole thing’s written with warmth 
and humour. You’ll notice something new 
every time you read it. I first read it when 
my daughter was 3. Years later, it’s still 
remembered as a firm family favourite.

For me, the fisherman epitomises the 
selfless bravery of generations that head 
out to sea in a storm for the sake of others. 
(Mousehole is also where the Penlee lifeboat 
is now stationed). By the end of the book, 
there won’t be a dry eye in the house.

Hardback book
Published by Walker Books Ltd 
ISBN 9780744523539 
Price: £10.99

Don’t Shoot the Albatross!

by Jonathan Eyers
Review by Beth Grew

This informative book of 
‘seadog’ tales is a great 
read. Eyers’s accounts 
of different myths and 
superstitions held by past 

and present sailors are both funny 
and well researched. Organised in bite-sized 
chunks, it is easy to dip in and out of.

It is clear that Eyers has a strong 
interest in all things nautical and a thirst 
for knowledge of the weird and wonderful, 
with evidence in almost every sentence. 
Inside you’ll discover the terrors of the 
Bermuda Triangle; the secrets of The Flying 
Dutchman; and just why you shouldn't shoot 
an albatross! 

Eyers’s mix of old and new superstitions, 
evidence and eyewitness accounts make 
for a diverse and entertaining read. It 
would appeal to adults with an interest in 
the folklore of the sea and also children, 
thanks to the use of cartoons to explain 
some of the more peculiar and extravagant 
superstitions. 

Paperback book
Published by Adlard Coles Nautical
ISBN 9781408131312
Price £7.99

how to order:
Unless other details are stated, all books/CDs reviewed here 
are available from good bookshops and online from Amazon 
via the rnLI website at rnli.org.uk/amazon. Amazon will 

donate a minimum of 5% of the value of all such orders to the 
rnLI but you must access Amazon via the rnLI website and 
not go direct.

the review section is compiled by Carol waterkeyn.

Valentia lifeboat  
John and Margaret Doig

Stop press: Edward Wake-Walker’s 
outstanding book Lifeboat Heroes, as 
reviewed in the Summer 2009 issue, is 
now available in paperback priced £9.99. 
The publishers will donate £1 to the 
RNLI for every copy sold.
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autuMn 2011
Congratulations to Miss Foster of West Sussex who scooped the 
£5,000 first prize in the Autumn Lifeboat Lottery. Miss Foster 
recently enjoyed a VIP tour of Shoreham Harbour Lifeboat Station  
to celebrate her win. Shoreham's then Coxswain Peter Huxtable MBE 
is pictured. He retired after 43 years in December.

The other cash prize winners were:
2nd prize: £2,000; Mr D Cole, Devon
3rd prize: £500; Mrs K Chapman, East Yorkshire
4th prize: £250; Dr P Webb, Derbyshire
Five prizes of £100 each: Mrs E Lawrence, Middlesex;  
Mrs S Gray, Fife; Miss M Woodhead, Lancashire;  
Mrs T Flynn, Berkshire; and Mr G Gough, Lancashire.

spring 2012
Why not try your luck with the Lifeboat Lottery this Spring? Not 
only will you be helping to save lives at sea but you’ll be in with  
a chance of winning £5,000 or one of the other eight cash prizes.

Tickets will be mailed to supporters on 23 January. If you don’t 
usually receive tickets and would like to, please call 0845 121 4999 
or email lottery@rnli.org.uk.

LIFEBOAT 
LOTTERY

Please note that due to tax and gaming laws, Lifeboat Lottery tickets are only 
available in England, Scotland and wales. For full details (including terms and 
conditions) please go to rnli.org.uk/lottery or see your Lottery letter.
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Mark Blatcher is poring over wiring diagrams. 
He’s trying to pinpoint a fault on the Tamar class 
lifeboat’s automatic firefighting system. Then, as a 
volunteer tries to make a coffee, the kettle cuts out. 
Could Mark help? This vignette reveals the full-time 
Mechanic’s role: Mark is responsible for maintaining 
everything at RNLI Shoreham Harbour.

This impressive yet functional building replaced a 
78-year-old structure that finally succumbed to the 
elements in late 2010. Inside, the boathall dominates, 
rising three storeys from the pit beneath the slipway 
to the high-arching roof. Wrapped around this huge 
space are public viewing galleries and a shop, crew 
changing facilities, a kitchen, training room and office 
– and four rooms known by only a select few.

One houses an engine bigger than some 
bathrooms. It powers the winch that hauls the 
32-tonne Enid Collett up the slipway after a shout. 
Another is home to the ground-source heat pump 
that keeps this station at a comfortable temperature 
all year round. The third is filled by a tank of marine 
diesel, ready to top up the Tamar for the next launch. 
The last is the Mechanic’s lair. 

The workbench of this Land Rover enthusiast 
and former diver carries clues to a recent task. He’s 
been mending the underside of the Tamar’s daughter 
Y boat, worn from repeated entry and exit through 
the rear of the all-weather lifeboat. Just a pace away 
hangs Mark’s personal lifeboat kit, for he’s a trained 
and experienced crew member too. 

Yet he understands like no other the vessel that 
the crew rely on in their most testing moments. 
‘My engines always start first time,’ asserts Mark. 
‘We look after them. They’re kept warm with block 

Heart and home

Fortunately, Mark's not alone, as the publicity that 
accompanied the regeneration of the station attracted 
more volunteers. ‘All the crew share station cleaning 
duties on a rota. Then I’ll nominate individuals to take 
on certain maintenance tasks. I’ve also got a volunteer 
Second Mechanic to deputise for me, and engineers at 
the Divisional Base and Headquarters in support.’

Everyone helps with an essential ritual after  
each service: ‘The hose is on fine mist for the D class 
but full blast for the Tamar. There’s gallons of salt 
water pouring out of the back of her and soaking 
the tipping table mechanism once she’s back up the 
slipway, so we take a lot of care washing down and 
greasing everything. It’s the only way it’ll not rust  
to destruction.’

And what’s Mark’s role when the pagers go off? 
‘As soon as I know we’re going to launch, I close the 
lifeboat hatches, open the slipway door and turn on 
the radio. I’ll talk to the Coastguard and find out what 

kind of incident we’re heading to so I can pack any 
specialist kit. I'll work with the Coxswain to pick a 
crew and plan who's to do what, then I’ll throw my  
kit onboard and away we go.’

This man’s eye for detail ensures that everything 
onboard is ready for action – from the oxygen 
cylinders in the casualty care kits, to the bank of fly-
by-wire computers, to the lifejackets. Mark explains 
quietly: ‘I unpack, check and repack every lifejacket 
every 3 months. Well, that’s your friends’ lives there.’

Thank you to everyone who responded to our 
Christmas appeal in aid of lifeboat maintenance.  
If you’ve not had the chance to donate yet, or to find 
out more, have a look at rnli.org.uk/maintenance.

Words: Liz Cook
Photos: RNLI/(Liz Cook, Mark Blatcher, Nigel Millard)

Behind the scenes, a lifeboat station mechanic must be both meticulous 
and creative to keep the service running – and his fellows safe

heaters when ashore, then during every shout I’ll be 
down checking that everything’s running ok. It’s the 
sound, the feel … 

‘Being in the bowels of the boat while she’s at  
sea – that’s my favourite place. After every shout  
I’ll check straight away for leaks, anything loose. 
Even without a shout, I’ll spend about 4 days in every 
fortnight working round the Tamar, inside and out.  
I’ll catch anything well before it becomes a problem.’

Mark is at home in this environment. Moving 
quietly but swiftly around the warren-like building 
and boat, he knows exactly where to find anything. 
But then he spends all the working week here, 
plus training sessions on Wednesday evenings and 
Sundays – and that’s before any rescues. ‘There’s 
always something to do,’ he explains. 

‘Everything’s still so new that jobs are only  
just coming to light, but there’ll always be faults  
to fix – it’s inevitable with such a complex lifeboat.’ 
What’s on the list at the moment? ‘Well there’s the 
belt tensioner in the alternator; the starter motor 
solenoid; white noise on Channel 31 (the private  
VHF channel between lifeboat and boathouse) and  
at one particular rev, there’s a vibration that makes 
the camera footage unusable … ’ 

But he reminds me that that’s just Enid Collett: 
‘I give about a day a fortnight to the D class’s 
launching trolley, and her concrete ramp needs 
regular scrubbing to clear it of slime. Meanwhile 
there’s a problem with one of the station's fire exit 
doors and there are pigeons nesting in a gutter.’

Above: 
A few of the Mechanic's 
responsibilities ...
1  The daughter boat
2  Hand-made by Mark, 

launch attachment
3 Corner of workshop
4  Fly-by-wire 

computers
5  Boathouse and 

slipway
6 Winch engine
7 Tamar held secure
8  Adjusting the 

bow thruster
9 Tamar engine room
10 Crew kit and D class
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ADVERTISEMENT

Enjoy bath time 
independence again
If you have trouble getting in and out of the 
bath and the thought of bathing has become 
a daunting prospect, discovering that there 
is a simple, affordable solution that will fi t 
your own bath will already make your day.

And that solution is a Willowbrook Aqualift. 
It’s the most convenient and cost effective 
way to enjoy full depth bathing without 
having to change your bathroom. 

There’s no need for expensive alterations 
and you won’t lose value on your home from 
removing your bath. You won’t even need 
builders or plumbers as our trained fi tters 
will fi t the Aqualift completely free of charge. 

With a fi tting time of less than 2 hours you’ll 
be back bathing in no time. And it couldn’t 
be simpler. 

Just sit on the Aqualift and at the touch 
of a button you’ll be smoothly and gently 
lowered into the bath.

Aqualift is a quality system designed to 
last and shouldn’t be confused with quick 
fi x solutions and allows you to regain bath 
time independence at a fraction of the 
cost of walk-in baths.

Discover the Willowbrook Aqualift for 
yourself with a free home trial and 
rediscover the pleasure of a relaxing bath.

Aqualift
The simple solution that 
fi ts your own bath
• No need to change your

existing bathroom

• No building or plumbing
alterations required

• Free installation in less than 2 hours 
by our trained fi tters

• Fully guaranteed

And is easy to use
• Lowers and raises you at the 

touch of a button

• Retracts to allow normal bath 
use by others

• The perfect solution at a fraction of
the price of walk-in bathsA British company 

established for over 15 years

LIFEB/06/01/12/q

AQUALIFT
For a brochure 
or a free home trial Call 0800 028 2802

AQUALIFT

BL_Lifeboat_265x210c_06_01.indd   1 18/11/2011   10:02

Beach Hut Hooks
With a vintage white 
finish and driftwood 
style, these hooks 
make a decorative and 
practical addition to 
your home. Made from 
sustainable mango 
wood. Size 20 x 26 x 
8cm (8 x 10 x 3”).

Was £14.95
Now £12.95
Order Code: 873524

Save 
£20
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There’s a force 7 off the Dorset coast, and breaking 
waves are slamming into The Cobb in Lyme Regis. The 
historic, curved sea wall protects a few moored yachts, 
their flags flapping in the gusting wind. Tourists hold 
onto their hats and head into the RNLI gift shop at the 
corner of the harbourside lifeboat station. Inside, the 
volunteers are doing a roaring trade.

It was 8 miles east of here, at West Bay, that Mark 
Hix grew up. After heading to London to work as a chef 
at the age of 18, he quickly earned his catering stripes. 
Head chef roles led to a directorial position where he 
oversaw several prestigious restaurants – including 
The Ivy – before he struck out on his own, writing 
cookbooks and opening his own eateries. Four of the 
Hix restaurants are in the capital, but one venture has 
taken him back to his roots. Perching on a steep hill 
that overlooks The Cobb, the Hix Oyster & Fish House 
serves food that arrives fresh off the local boats.

‘Whenever I’ve got some spare time, I’m out there 
fishing myself,’ says Mark, gazing at the rolling ocean 
from his sheltered restaurant terrace, before grabbing 
a fork and tucking into one of his own dishes: crab, 
peas and duck egg. The award-winning chef has been 
championing the use of crab, hosting a themed festival 
over the Summer that raised more than £3,000 for the 
RNLI. ‘I made crab dishes down on The Cobb and sold 
them off in aid of the charity,’ explains Mark, who also 
held a crab recipe competition as part of Lyme Regis 
Lifeboat Week. In another fundraising venture, Mark 
worked with Palmers, a Dorset brewery, to sell two 
specially brewed ales in aid of the RNLI. The project 
raised £600 for the charity by the time it ended in 2011. 

‘The lifeboat station is at the centre of the 
community here – it’s only right that people support 
the crew,’ says Mark, whose late father organised 
lifeboat fundraising events such as the West Bay Raft 
Race. These days, Mark spends weekends in Dorset and 
works in London during the week – and he is acutely 
aware of the charity’s lifesaving work wherever he goes. 
‘I see the lifeboats racing up the Thames sometimes 
– people in London are taking more notice of that,’ 
he explains, adding that Marcus Verberne – Mark’s 
Executive Chef at London’s HIX at The Albemarle – was 
rescued by the West Mersea lifeboat in Essex in 2010. 
As a thank you for saving Marcus, Mark raised £2,500 

at a cooking demonstration with Australian TV Chef 
Bill Granger. They donated the money to West Mersea 
Lifeboat Station, Essex.

Unlike Bill and many other high-profile chefs, Mark 
has kept his television appearances to a minimum. 
‘There’s so much time involved in TV work. I tend to 
turn it down – it’s like another career altogether. I did 
enjoy doing the Great British Menu, though.’ Mark smiles 
as he recalls the BBC series in which chefs competed 
for the chance to cook for the Ambassadors Dinner at 
the British Embassy in Paris. He won the South West 
England heat and two of his dishes made it onto the 
ambassadors’ plates: a crayfish and rabbit stargazy pie 
and a perry jelly dessert with elderflower ice cream. 

The winning recipes summed up Mark's passion for 
locally sourced food and a focus on simple, tasty dishes 
rather than fine dining. ‘It’s a tough business – you have 
to keep ahead of the game. My approach is to keep 
things simple. The minute you start messing around 
with fish, for example, your customers are in danger  
of not getting what they are expecting,’ says Mark.

While he hasn’t got the time for a television career, 
Mark’s return train journeys to London offer plenty of 
writing opportunities. He has netted a host of awards 
for his food columns and cookbooks, including the 2011 
Guild of Food Writers Cookery Journalist of the Year. 

'Next I’m publishing a new book about baking – 
not just desserts, but anything you put in the oven,’ 
says Mark, who has also scooped several chef and 
restaurateur awards. They include a clutch of Great 
Taste Awards, the Tatler Restaurateur of the Year, 
Catey’s Chef of the Year, GQ Best Chef and an  
Academy Award for Outstanding Contribution  
to London Restaurants.

It’s time to get back to work. ‘I’ve always got 
something on the boil,’ grins Mark. As he heads to  
the kitchen, waiting staff lay tables, and the sun begins 
to set. Like the food served here, the restaurant looks 
simple and comforting. And taking pride of place on  
the mantel is something very close to Mark’s heart:  
not an award certificate, trophy or rosette, but a 
lifeboat collection box.

words: rory Stamp
Photo: Jason Lowe

He owns a string of top eateries in London – so what is it that keeps 
restaurateur, chef and food writer Mark Hix coming back to the seaside?

A taste for lifesaving
'The lifeboat station 
is at the centre of the 
community here – it’s 
only right that people 
support the crew'
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to add your shout, write to the Editor at thelifeboat@rnli.org.uk 
or rnLI Headquarters, west Quay road, Poole, Dorset,  
BH15 1HZ. Be sure to include your full name and address. 
Letters may be edited for length or clarity.

As well as sending us your letters and emails, you can  
get in touch with the RNLI through our Facebook and  
Twitter accounts.

If you’ve ever wondered what social media is all about, 
doubted its relevance to you or assumed that you wouldn’t 
enjoy the experience anyway, you may be in for a surprise!

Following us online is one of the best ways to hear about 
rescues as they happen. For example, just before we went to 
print with this issue of the Lifeboat, five RNLI crews were out 
searching for survivors from the cargo ship that sank in the 
Irish Sea. We kept supporters informed online and they were 
able to leave their comments (see image top right).

Also in November last year, we told our Twitter followers 
about the collapse of the gangway to HMS Belfast on the  
River Thames before it was reported in the mainstream 
media, and followed up with live updates. 

Via Facebook, you can watch dramatic video footage as 
soon as it’s received from our lifeboat stations, and even 
share your own treasured photos and anecdotes. When 
you post or tweet a message, thousands of like-minded 
people are able to read what you’re saying straight away: we 
have about 40,000 Facebook fans and about 15,000 Twitter 
followers. You can chat with like-minded folk in the RNLI 
community about historical events too, coming together to 
celebrate and commemorate, share thoughts and memories.

Some of my best and most 
exciting memories have 

been stirred by your feature 
Then and Now.

Then: I lived in Hastings 
as a small girl in the 1950s, 
and remember the sound of 
the maroon followed by the 
footsteps of Coxswain Jack 
Edmunds running down our hilly passage to the shore. If it was a 
daytime rescue I was allowed to help push the lifeboat [pictured 
below] across the shingle (no mechanical help then).

Most of the crew were fishermen and everyone appeared to 
be related to someone else on the boat, and that made it a close 
community. As a girl guide, I played my recorder for the annual 
Blessing of the Sea service: Eternal Father Strong to Save is a hymn 
I have always been in awe of and the words made you respect the 
power of the sea.

Now: Two years ago, four of us went on a boating holiday 
tackling the Caledonian Canal and Loch Ness. My friend and I both 
belong to the RNLI and were so excited to follow a lifeboat that was 
going for an overhaul. I couldn’t believe the size of the vessel [it was 
the relief Severn class Roger and Joy Freeman pictured above] and 
the equipment it had onboard, but the crew were just as friendly  
as I remember as a little girl. I just know that I would have been  
of little use trying to push this one into the sea!

Regards
Patricia Pilgrim 
Bunny, Nottinghamshire

What stories of Then and Now can you share with us? 
Perhaps relating to royalty, in this year of our Patron’s 
Jubilee, or the Titanic, lost 100 years ago – or an event  
that no one else knows about … 

I am writing to say how very much I enjoyed the Autumn 2011 
issue. The new format makes the magazine a lot easier on the 

eye and I love the improved organisation of items. I also much 
appreciate the current mix of content – in the past I have written  
to comment on this and I applaud the recent changes. Thank you 
for a most entertaining and informative read!

Yours sincerely
Stuart Francis

I enjoy the magazine but I consider it is not worth using three pages 
to list lifeboat launches. That information is probably of only very 

limited interest and details could be put on your website. As an  
ex-crew member I would like to see more articles about 
developments in lifeboat construction and the new types  
of lifeboat. 

Best wishes
Christopher Hansen

What do you think? Should we keep our listings of launches?  
If not, what would you like to see in their place? Let us know.

Apologies to Alan Wilson of Colchester, Essex, and anyone else who was misled 
by the contact details we printed in our last issue for recycling in aid of the RNLI. 
Details are correct on page 45 of this issue.

We also understated Peter Joiner’s fundraising success: through sponsorship 
of his running the London Marathon he donated £6,400, which he elected to Gift 
Aid, bringing his total to around £8,000. If you’re a UK tax payer and pay sufficient 
Income or Capital Gains Tax, you too can boost your donations to the RNLI in this 
way, at no extra cost to yourself. Find out more at rnli.org.uk/giftaid.

facebook.com/rnlitwitter.com/rnli

Lifeboat crew members are frequent visitors to our 
Facebook page – they report on rescues from their own 
stations and answer supporters’ questions. In October,  
Chief Executive Paul Boissier took over the reins of the  
RNLI Twitter profile for an hour and received more than  
100 questions. And sometimes it’s we who ask the questions  
of you. It’s a great way for us to find out what supporters think 
straight away.

If you’re tempted to try out any of this, you don’t need  
your own computer – most public libraries and modern 
mobile phones provide access. And as you get more confident, 
you’ll discover not only the official RNLI sites but also more 
than 150 lifeboat station pages and those run by individual 
RNLI-loving people.

There’s a world of lifeboating out there, just waiting  
to be explored. Enjoy!

Congratulations to:
Mr R Gillard of Torquay, Devon, and Mrs M Stephens of Perth whose postcards 
were the first two pulled out of the hat in our draw for signed copies of the book 
Mayday! Mayday! See page 7 for news of more RNLI on TV.
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2,830 RNLI RESCUE CRAFT LAUNCHES 
JULy–SEPTEMBER 2011

ABERdEEN  
ON-1248(17-24):Jul23, 
Aug19,Sep3,4,25 
D-694:Jul7,Aug8,Sep4
ABERdOVEY 
B-758:Jul16,Aug11,Sep29
ABERSOCh 
B-728:Jul9 
B-790:Aug2,8,11,18,19,20, 
22,24,27(x2),28,Sep1,24
ABERYSTWYTh 
B-807:Sep24,26 
B-822:Jul10,21,26,30, 
Aug3,17,27,28 
RR-20:Aug1,Sep26
AChIll ISlANd 
ON-1210(14-12):Sep27 
ON-1240(14-28):Jul2,11, 
Aug2
AITh 
ON-1232(17-14):Jul22,27
AldEBURGh 
ON-1193(12-34):Aug2,28, 
Sep20 
D-673:Aug2,Sep24
AldERNEY  
ON-1199(14-04):Jul12,22, 
23,Aug1,4,18,22,27
AMBlE  
ON-1176(12-19):Jul10, 
Aug17,21,23,Sep9 
D-736:Aug2,17,21,23
ANGlE  
ON-1291(16-11):Jul4(x2), 
11,21,28,30(x2),Aug20,21, 
Sep20,21 
D-638:Jul11,21,Aug17,30, 
Sep11
ANSTRUThER  
ON-1174(12-17): 
Aug3,5(x2),8(x2),19,Sep15 
D-667:Jul9,21,23,Aug3, 
5(x3),6,8,Sep9,15,22,28
APPlEdORE 
ON-1286(16-06):Jul29 
ON-1296(16-16):Jul12,14, 
Aug5 
B-742:Aug3,8,Sep3 
BB-502:Jul11,26,Aug3
ARAN ISlANdS 
ON-1217(17-06):Jul2,20, 
Aug1,6,11,Sep16,23
ARBROATh  
ON-1194(12-35): 
Jul4,23,24,Sep20  
D-621:Jul4,15,22,24,27, 
Aug13,Sep11,29

ARklOW 
ON-1223(14-19):Jul7,27,29
ARRAN (lAMlASh) 
B-770:Jul4,13,27(x2),31, 
Aug7,25,26,30,Sep2(x2)
ARRANMORE 
ON-1244(17-22):Jul24,28, 
Aug18,Sep9,14,22
ATlANTIC COllEGE 
B-763:Aug2,Sep15
BAllYCOTTON 
ON-1233(14-25):Aug26 
BB-051:Jul17,Aug15
BAllYGlASS 
D-687:Jul12
BAlTIMORE 
ON-1137(47-024):Jul20, 
Aug1,15 
B-708:Jul29,30,Aug1,9,15
BANGOR  
B-815:Jul2,6,8,21,22,23, 
29,30,31,Aug4,7,8,11,12,17, 
Sep3,19,23
BARMOUTh 
ON-1185(12-26):Jul3, 
Aug2,Sep29 
D-678:Jul9,20,26,Aug1(x2), 
2,3,5,9,30,Sep1,5,24,28
BARRA ISlANd 
ON-1230(17-12):Aug6 
BARROW 
ON-1288(16-08):Jul13, 
Aug6,7,18,28,Sep29 
D-733:Jul3,13, 
Aug2,7,14,28,Sep18
BARRY dOCk 
ON-1228(14-24):Jul4 
ON-1245(14-29):Jul9,14, 
27,Sep3,10,15,30(x2)
BEAUMARIS  
B-838:Jul2,4,5,9(x2), 
10(x2),11,14,17,20,21,23,25, 
26(x2),30,31(x2),Aug1,2,4, 
14(x2),21,22,26,28(x3), 
29(x2),Sep21,27,30(x2)
BEMBRIdGE 
ON-1297(16-17):Jul8,10, 
17,18,Aug2,10,13,14,17,26, 
27,28 
D-649:Jul10,12,20,29, 
Aug2(x2),13,17,Sep2,23
BERWICk-UPON-TWEEd  
ON-1191(12-32):Jul6,20, 
Aug13,20,25,30,Sep28(x2)  
D-639:Aug4,20,30

BlACkPOOl 
B-748:Jul18,23,Aug6 
D-729:Jul12(x2),18,Aug6 
D-732:Jul6,12(x2),18,29, 
31,Aug6
BlYTh  
D-606:Jul1,2,14,15,31, 
Aug19,20,Sep28,29
BORTh 
D-622:Jul2,25,27,31, 
Aug3,13,17,22,26
BRIdlINGTON 
ON-1169(12-12):Jul9,25,29 
D-721:Jul9,31,Aug3(x2), 
Sep14
BRIGhTON  
B-754:Jul2(x3),5,7,9(x2), 
13,14,16,19,20,22,29(x2), 
30,Aug1,2,6,11,12,14,18, 
21(x2),27,28,Sep4 
B-852:Sep8,9
BROUGhTY fERRY  
ON-1225(14-21):Jul14, 
18(x2),27 
ON-1252(14-31): 
Jul2,3(x2),Aug5,18,27,30, 
Sep2,13(x4),19,21 
D-698:Jul2,3(x2),10,13,14, 
18(x2),20,27,Aug5,14(x2), 
17,18,24,26,27,30,Sep2,13, 
19,27
BUCkIE  
ON-1268(17-37):Jul15,18, 
22,27(x2),30,Aug18,20, 
Sep6,24
BUdE 
D-617:Aug3,24,Sep8,27
BUNdORAN 
B-834:Jul11,Aug1,23, 
Sep4
BURNhAM-ON-CROUCh  
B-733:Jul5,6,9,23,28,30, 
31,Aug3,6 
B-849:Aug13,20(x2),24, 
28,30,Sep3,18,28 
D-672:Jul2,Aug3,6,20,30
BURNhAM-ON-SEA 
B-795:Jul16,Aug3,8 
D-664:Jul16,Aug3
BURRY PORT 
B-768:Jul3,24,25,31, 
Aug28,29,Sep3,27 
D-611:Jul2,3(x2),10,13,14, 
26,Aug23,27,28,Sep15,19, 
28,29

CAlShOT  
ON-1126(47-018):Aug7(x2), 
10(x2),11(x2),28(x2) 
ON-1157(47-039):Jul3(x2), 
16,Aug1,Sep28,29 
D-609:Jul3,10,31(x2), 
Aug7,8,16,17,24,28,Sep29
CAMPBElTOWN 
ON-1241(17-19):Jul9, 
Aug7,8,9,Sep3,22
CARdIGAN 
B-752:Jul2,23,Aug2,6,10, 
14,20,29,31,Sep27,29(x2) 
D-709:Jul2,23,Aug20,28, 
Sep6,28
CASTlETOWNBERE 
ON-1277(17-44):Jul31, 
Aug15,21(x2),Sep15
ChISWICk 
E-003:Jul1(x2),3(x4),4, 
5(x2),10,11,13(x2),14, 
Sep13,14,15(x2),16,18 
E-006:Jul22,23,26,28(x2), 
30,31(x2),Aug1,2,3(x2), 
12(x2),13(x5),14,15,18,24, 
25,26,27,28,30,Sep1,2,3,6, 
7,10(x2),11(x2),18,24,26,27, 
28,29
ClACTON-ON-SEA 
B-744:Jul17,24,28,31(x2), 
Aug7,27,29,Sep3,18 
B-773:Jul2(x2),9 
D-640:Jul1,2,14,17,27 
D-723:Aug11,20,31, 
Sep3,28
ClEEThORPES  
D-618:Jul1(x2),2,3,5,6,10, 
12,17,23,24,31,Aug2,5,6, 
7(x2),12,13,19,24,28(x4),29, 
Sep1,6,17,30(x2)
ClOGhER hEAd 
ON-1184(12-25):Sep4 
ON-1190(12-31):Jul15
ClOVEllY 
B-759:Aug2,5
CONWY  
D-627:Jul11,24(x2),26, 
Aug2,13,24,29,31,Sep6,
COURTMACShERRY 
hARBOUR  
ON-1205(14-07):Jul16(x6), 
26,Aug3,13,16,21
COURTOWN 
D-711:Jul7,17,29,Aug6

COWES 
B-810:Jul10,25(x2), 
Aug24,Sep1(x2),17
CRASTER 
D-703:Jul10,31,Aug29
CRICCIETh 
A-76:Jul8,20 
B-807:Aug22(x3),26,31, 
Sep11,19 
B-823:Jul1,10,20(x3), 
Aug3,6,18
CROMER 
ON-1287(16-07):Aug17,21, 
Sep4 
D-734:Aug24
CROSShAVEN 
B-782:Jul3(x2),18,19,20, 
21,30,Aug1,17,20,22,29, 
31(x2),Sep5,19
CUllERCOATS 
B-811:Jul3,6,10,13,17,28, 
31(x2),Aug1,16,22,24,27, 
Sep10,26
dART 
D-702:Jul3 
D-740:Jul23,31,Aug3(x2), 
4,8,12,14(x2),16,18,23(x2), 
Aug24(x2),27(x2),Sep3,10
dONAGhAdEE 
ON-1267(14-36):Jul14,24, 
Aug1
dOUGlAS  
ON-1147(47-032):Jul10, 
Aug3,7,14
dOVER 
ON-1220(17-09):Jul30, 
Aug4,8,10,22,30,Sep15,17, 
19,24
dUN lAOGhAIRE  
ON-1200(14-05):Jul7(x2), 
Sep30 
D-731:Jul9,Sep17
dUNBAR 
ON-1225(14-21):Jul3 
ON-1266(14-35):Jul18,23, 
Aug6(x3),Sep15,16(x2)  
D-708:Jul3,13,14,18(x2),23, 
Aug17 
D-715:Sep15,16
dUNGENESS 
ON-1186(12-27):Jul12, 
Aug7,31
dUNMORE EAST  
ON-1215(14-17):Jul9,10,13, 
Aug6,15,Sep12

EASTBOURNE  
ON-1192(12-33):Aug12(x2), 
17(x2),20,21,27,28(x2)  
ON-1195(12-36):Jul1,2,4, 
8(x2),10,14,22,25,Aug7, 
Sep22,Sep25,26,29 
D-605:Jul4(x2),5,8,23,31, 
Aug2,3,12(x4),17,20,21(x2), 
27,28(x3),29,31 
D-744:Sep22,25,26,29
ENNISkIllEN 
B-702:Aug13,16,23,27,31, 
Sep3,9,29 
B-703:Jul8,13,14,Aug14,26 
RWC-052:Aug31, 
Sep3,29(x2)  
RWC-053:Jul8,13,14, 
Aug26
EXMOUTh 
ON-1178(12-21):Jul4,10, 
Aug21,24 
D-669:Aug8,12,15,17, 
28(x2),Sep7,11(x2),16,20 
D-710:Jul2,4(x2),9(x2),19, 
22,24,25,26,30(x2)
EYEMOUTh 
ON-1209(14-11):Jul9, 
Sep3,24(x2) 
ON-1225(14-21):Aug7(x2), 
8,14,27,28
fAlMOUTh 
ON-1256(17-29):Jul7,9,31, 
Aug3,20,Sep2,9 
B-756:Jul1,3(x2),10,17,24, 
28,Aug,3(x2),4,7,9,11,15,16, 
19(x3),20,29,31(x5),Sep10, 
21,25
fENIT  
ON-1239(14-27): 
Jul17,Aug9 
D-726:Jul12
fIlEY 
ON-1170(12-13):Aug13 
ON-1187(12-28): 
Jul10,30,Aug9 
D-728:Jul2,10,11,18,30 
D-730:Aug14,15,17,24
fIShGUARd 
ON-1198(14-03):Jul23,24, 
Aug8,28 
D-652:Aug6,8,20,28, 
Sep4(x2)
flAMBOROUGh  
B-820:Jul12,13,19,29,31, 
Aug7,9,13,17,21,28

flEETWOOd 
ON-1156(47-038):Jul5,13, 
23(x2),31,Aug8,9(x2),14, 
Sep3,4,12 
D-719:Jul5,23,31, 
Aug2(x3),6,7,9(x2),14, 
30(x2),Sep3,4,12,16
flINT 
D-658:Jul31,Aug22,24, 
Sep4,16
fOWEY 
ON-1222(14-18): 
Jul23,30,Aug6,7,11,21,28, 
Sep4,9(x2),16,25,26 
D-681:Jul3,Sep25,26 
D-710:Aug21,Sep4
fRASERBURGh  
ON-1259(14-34):Jul1,12, 
Aug16
GAlWAY  
B-757:Jul1,5,10,15,16,23, 
Aug5(x2),14(x2),28
GIRVAN 
ON-1196(12-37):Jul8, 
Aug31,Sep26
GRAVESENd 
B-827:Jul1,5,11(x2),13,16, 
20,24,29,Aug1,8,10,11(x2), 
12,20,21(x2),22,26,28(x2), 
29,Sep5(x2),6,10,Sep11,17, 
19,23(x2),25,28
GREAT YARMOUTh 
ANd GORlESTON  
ON-1208(14-10):Sep1,16 
B-786:Jul1,Aug1,7,11, 
15,16,29,Sep1(x3),3,6,10, 
13,16(x2),20,23,30
hAPPISBURGh 
B-710:Jul24,Aug2,Sep10 
D-607:Aug2,Sep1
hARTlEPOOl 
ON-1213(14-15):Jul15,16 
ON-1274(14-37):Jul2(x2), 
3,24,25,Aug10,14,20 
B-766:Jul2(x2),3,11,15,16, 
24,31(x3),Aug3,4(x2),7,15, 
30,31,Sep4(x2),14,30
hARWICh 
ON-1202(17-03):Jul5, 
7(x2),10,12,13,17,18,24, 
Aug2,20,Sep1,7 
B-772:Sep10,12,21 
B-789:Jul3,7,10(x2),12, 
13,15,17,25,30(x2),31, 
Aug2(x2),3,14,16,20(x2), 
27,Sep1,6

hASTINGS  
ON-1125(12-002): 
Aug27,Sep25(x3) 
D-699:Jul3,10(x2),11,22, 
Aug2,17,19,20,27,Sep24, 
25,28,29
hAYlING ISlANd  
B-829:Jul1,3,4,7,9,10, 
16(x2),Aug4,9,10,13,14, 
Sep2,8,17,18,29 
D-642:Jul16(x2),17,24, 
Aug1,3,13,19,Sep2,17(x3), 
24,25
hElENSBURGh  
B-791:Jul12,28,31(x2), 
Aug3,7,8,15,27,28,Sep1,28
hElVICk hEAd  
B-760:Jul6,13,Aug22
hOlYhEAd 
ON-1228(14-24):Aug3,12, 
21,24,25 
ON-1272(17-41):Jul3(x3), 
16(x2),30,31,Sep19,27 
D-654:Aug6,17,20,21, 
24,29,Sep4
hORTON ANd
PORT EYNON  
D-688:Jul1,3,27(x2), 
Aug8,Sep8,11
hOWTh 
ON-1258(14-33):Jul4,7, 
22,31,Aug1,27,Sep21,24, 
25(x2),30 
D-659:Jul4,20,27(x2),30, 
Aug14,19,23 
D-700:Sep4,10,17
hOYlAkE 
ON-1163(12-005):Aug12
hUMBER  
ON-1279(17-46):Jul1,8,10, 
11,13,15(x2),17,Aug5,6,7,11, 
13,17,27,28(x2),30,Sep3, 
7(x2),15,16,25,28,30
hUNSTANTON 
B-848:Jul9(x2),17,Aug4, 
Sep1 
H-003: Aug1,Sep23
IlfRACOMBE  
ON-1165(12-007): 
Jul18,Aug10 
D-717:Jul2(x2),3(x3),11,14, 
16,25,30,31,Aug2,3,10(x2), 
30,Sep13,30
INVERGORdON  
ON-1206(14-08): 
Jul5,18,24,30
ISlAY  
ON-1219(17-08):Jul29, 
Aug3,10,28,Sep1,2

kESSOCk 
B-771:Aug1,13,Sep16,25
kIlkEEl  
B-812:Jul1,19,23,30, 
Aug19,23
kIlMORE QUAY  
ON-1298(16-18):Jul11,14, 
23,24,29,30,Aug17,22, 
Sep4(x2)
kIlRUSh  
B-801:Aug28 
B-844:Jul6,Aug14
kINGhORN 
B-836:Jul7,11,14,26, 
Aug6,14,22,Sep2
kINSAlE  
B-796:Jul5,14,16,17,30, 
Aug6,14(x2),21,Sep1,7,14
kIRkCUdBRIGhT 
B-814:Jul1,Sep30
kIRkWAll 
ON-1231(17-13): 
Jul11,13,26,Aug1
kYlE Of lOChAlSh  
B-740:Jul1
lARGS  
B-739:Jul1,15,24,Aug9,13, 
21,Sep24(x2),25
lARNE 
ON-1246(14-30):Aug17,20 
D-646:Jul3,18(x2),26,27, 
Aug7,14(x2),20
lERWICk 
ON-1221(17-10):Jul5,8,20, 
22,Aug4,8(x2),21,Sep30
lITTlE ANd
BROAd hAVEN  
D-628:Jul13,21,Aug18,21, 
28(x3),Sep1(x2),8
lITTlEhAMPTON 
B-779:Jul2,8,10,13,23,24, 
26(x3),30,31,Aug1,15(x2), 
21,25,27(x2),29(x2),31, 
Sep15,23,24 
D-631:Jul7,8,Sep1,2(x3), 
12,24 
D-640:Jul30,Aug7,13,21
lITTlESTONE-ON-SEA 
B-785:Jul15,31,Aug20,21, 
24,Sep17
llANdUdNO 
ON-1164(12-006):Aug14, 
Sep24 
D-656:Jul8,16,24,30, 
Aug14,Sep24,28,29
lOCh NESS 
B-707:Jul19,30,Aug12,13, 
20,Sep9 
B-737:Sep25
lOChINVER 
ON-1271(17-40):Jul3,21, 
Aug13,Sep14

lONGhOPE 
ON-1284(16-05): 
Jul6,Sep7
lOOE 
B-793:Jul8,23,25,29,30 
D-741:Jul10,23,30(x2)
lOUGh dERG  
B-736:Jul1,2,15,16,21(x2), 
Aug25(x2),Sep7,10(x2),11, 
16,17
lOUGh SWIllY  
ON-1142(47-029):Jul1, 
16(x2),17,18,24,Aug19 
B-802:Jul21,22,24,30, 
Aug1,4,19,24,28 
B-819:Jul12,16(x2)
lOWESTOfT 
ON-1132(47-020): 
Jul16,20,31,Aug13,14, 
Sep15,21,24(x2) 
lYME REGIS  
B-741:Jul3,26,30,Aug2,5, 
7(x2),8,29,Sep15,26,28
lYMINGTON 
B-774:Sep2,9 
B-784:Jul2,6,10,23,25,28, 
30,31(x2),Aug6,7(x2),12,13, 
27,Sep21,25,28
lYThAM ST ANNES  
ON-1189(12-30): 
Aug8,13,21 
D-657:Jul8,17,29,Aug8,16, 
21,Sep2,26,28,30
MABlEThORPE  
B-778:Aug2,18,28 
D-653:Aug2,6,18,19,Sep4 
MACdUff 
B-804:Jul9,11,Aug1,11,14, 
17(x2)
MAllAIG 
ON-1250(17-26):Jul1,10, 
16,17,24(x2),Aug20,29
MARGATE 
ON-1177(12-20):Jul16,19, 
22,30,Aug13,29,Sep14,29 
D-706:Jul5,6,19,26,30, 
Aug2,5,11,28,Sep2,11,29
MINEhEAd  
B-824:Jul4,28,Aug3, 
29(x2),Sep18,27 
D-712:Aug3,Sep27
MOElfRE 
ON-1116(47-013):Jul14, 
Aug4,7,12 
ON-1126(47-018):Jul3 
D-689:Jul30,Aug8,12,14, 
20,24,25(x2),Sep1,2
MONTROSE 
ON-1152(47-034):Jul8,23
MORECAMBE 
D-722:Jul15,17,31, 
Sep1,16,27 
H-002:Jul15, Sep24,26

MUdEfORd  
B-801:Jul2,3,9,14,27, 
30(x2),Aug1,2,7,10 
B-806:Aug14(x3),29(x3), 
30,Sep2,4(x3),20,29
NEW BRIGhTON 
B-837:Jul4,7,17,23,30, 
31(x2),Aug12,19,24,29,31, 
Sep10,29 
H-005:Jul16,Aug12, 
Sep9(x2)
NEW QUAY 
(CARdIGANShIRE)  
ON-1172(12-15):Aug6,10 
D-616:Jul28,Aug19(x2), 
Sep26,27
NEWBIGGIN  
B-745:Jul16,25,27, 
Aug19,Sep11
NEWCASTlE 
D-637:Jul1,9,19,30, 
Aug31,Sep30
NEWhAVEN 
ON-1243(17-21):Jul8,11, 
19,20,24(x2),28,Aug7(x2), 
12,23,Sep4,5,15,18(x2),19, 
20,27,30 
NEWQUAY (CORNWAll)  
B-821:Jul1,3,8,24,Aug1(x2), 
2,3,5,6,7(x2),20,22,Sep2,3, 
25,27,28(x2) 
D-636:Jul1,10,20,22,24, 
Aug1,2,3,5,6,20,22,24,25, 
28,Sep2,3(x2),9,27,28(x2), 
30(x2)
NORTh BERWICk  
D-619:Jul19,23(x2),Aug6, 
21,Sep14,16
OBAN 
ON-1227(14-23):Jul2,4,7, 
18(x2),21,30,Aug6,11,13, 
18(x2),28(x2),Sep4,7,8,15
PAdSTOW  
ON-1283(16-04):Jul11,20, 
Aug3,5,15,27,Sep2,21
PEEl  
ON-1181(12-22):Aug18,9,26
PENARTh  
B-839:Jul3(x2),10,11, 
Aug3,9,21 
D-692:Jul11,Aug13,21, 
27(x4),30
PENlEE 
ON-1265(17-36):Jul5,17, 
28,Aug9,11,16,Sep29 
B-787:Jul18,28,Aug2,11, 
17,21,Sep10,11,21,28,29
PETERhEAd 
ON-1280(16-01): 
Aug2,Sep9 
ON-1282(16-03):Jul1,14,19

PlYMOUTh 
ON-1264(17-35):Jul2(x3), 
12,16(x2),21,25,Aug6,9,12, 
21,24,29,Sep1(x2),5,13,14, 
21,27,28 
B-775:Jul12,19,Aug7,9,12, 
21,29,Sep1,3,17,21,28
POOlE  
ON-1131(47-023):Jul1,24, 
Aug14,15,20(x3),26,30, 
Sep4(x2) 
B-825:Sep27,28,30(x2) 
B-826:Jul1,6,9(x2),14,19, 
22,23(x2),29,31(x2),Aug3, 
6,7,8(x2),20,26,30,Sep3,4, 
7,12,16(x3),17,18
PORT ERIN 
B-813:Jul26,Aug1,12,Sep1
PORT ISAAC 
D-707:Sep1
PORT ST MARY  
ON-1234(14-26):Jul2,10, 
Aug1,13,28 
D-742:Jul10,Aug28
PORT TAlBOT 
D-713:Jul10,11,Aug22,27, 
Sep29
PORTAfERRY  
B-833:Jul2,9,13,24,Aug1, 
8,13,19,26,Sep2,26
PORThCAWl 
B-832:Jul3(x2),13,23,27, 
29,31,Aug2(x2),14(x2),19, 
21(x2),28(x2),30(x2),31, 
Sep2(x2),3(x2),30(x3)
PORThdINllAEN  
ON-1120(47-015):Jul1,12, 
13,Aug14,15,Sep6,16
PORTPATRICk 
ON-1151(47-033):Jul28, 
31,Aug17,Sep3,16
PORTREE 
ON-1214(14-16):Jul14,18, 
Aug26,Sep18,20,26
PORTRUSh 
ON-1210(14-12): 
Aug29,Sep1,10 
ON-1257(17-30):Jul2,10, 
19,Aug26,Sep19 
D-738:Jul10,14(x2),19, 
Aug19,24(x3),27,28,31, 
Sep10(x2),29
PORTSMOUTh  
B-846:Jul3(x2),12,15,16,19, 
23,28,29,30(x2),31,Aug7, 
14(x3),19,28,Sep10,16,18 
D-716:Jul6,16,28,Aug5
PWllhElI 
ON-1168(12-010): 
Jul30,31,Aug30 
D-676:Jul25,Aug7,17, 
Sep16

The launches listed here are those for which 
returns had been received at RNLI Headquarters 
and processed by 7 October 2011

ON-####(14-##)
Trent class 

last built: 2003 
annual maintenance  

cost: £69,100

ON-####(16-##)
Tamar class

introduced 2006 
new cost: £2.7M

ON-####(17-##)
Severn class

last built: 2004 
annual maintenance  

cost: £78,600

ON-####(12-##)
Mersey class

last built: 1993 
annual maintenance  

cost: £38,500

E-### 
E class Mk1 or 2

E class Mk2  
new cost: £400,000

ON-####(47-###)
Tyne class

last built: 1990 
annual maintenance  

cost: £75,500

B-### 
B class

Atlantic 75 or 85
new cost: £180,000

D-### 
D class

new cost: £39,000

H-###  
Inshore rescue hovercraft

new cost: £200,000

BB-### 
Boarding boat

Additional rescue craft: y-###
y boat

x-###
x boat

xP-###
xP boat

RWC-###
Rescue watercraft

RR-###
Flood Rescue Team boat

A-## 
Arancia inshore rescue boat If you enjoy our Launches section, you may like to join the Lifeboat Enthusiasts' Society. Contact john_francis@rnli.org.uk to find out more.
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amazon 
The RNLI receives at least 5% 
of your order value only via 
www.rnli.org.uk/amazon.

bishop skinner
You get a discounted boat 
insurance policy and the RNLI 
receives 2.5% of the premium. 
Call 0800 783 8057 or visit 
www.bishopskinner.com. 

coastal spring
Look out for the Coastal Spring 
range of Cornish bottled water 
in your local shops, bars and 
restaurants. 1p per bottle will go 
to the RNLI giving a guaranteed 
£10,000 a year. See  
www.coastalspring.co.uk. 

cottages4you
Supporters get a 5% discount on 
a stay in a holiday home and the 
RNLI receives at least 5% of the 
booking price. See the advert on 
the inside front cover or visit 
www.cottages-4-you.co.uk/rnli 
to find out more.

Fred. olsen cruise lines
Book a selected Fred. Olsen 
cruise and the RNLI receives 15% 
of the price. See page 12 or visit 
www.rnli.org.uk/fredolsen.

Furness building society
This mutual has launched an 
affinity savings account with  
the RNLI. Please go to  
www.furnessbs.co.uk.

give as you live
Generate donations for the RNLI 
as you shop. Simply download 
the app and the more you spend 

the more you’ll raise, at no cost 
to you. See page 3 or visit  
www.giveasyoulive.com/rnli  
to find out more.

lifeboat tea
The RNLI gets 7p for every 
pack of the Lifeboat Tea range 
sold. Available in leading 
supermarkets, independent 
stores and RNLI shops. 

loch Fyne
Look out for special RNLI 
events at your local Loch 
Fyne restaurant. Find out 
more at www.lochfyne.com/
lifeboatappeal.

new covent garden soup
Buy New Covent Garden 
Smoked Haddock Chowder 
and, for March only, the new 
RNLI Recovery Chunky Chipotle 
Chilli Bean and Chorizo soup in 
selected UK branches of Tesco, 
Sainsbury’s and Waitrose and 
help raise over £17,000 for the 
RNLI. See page 7.

inkjet and mobile  
phone recycling
Use The Recycling Factory to 
recycle your old mobile phones, 
inkjet cartridges and gadgets 
such as MP3 players and satnavs 
to raise money for the RNLI. 
To request a freepost recycling 
bag or to find out more email 
rnli@trf-uk.com or call 
0800 091 0696. 
In the RoI? Donate 25–100% 
of the value of your old mobile 
through www.fonebank.ie/rnli  
or call (01) 442 9004.

friends of the RNlI
QUEENSfERRY  
B-735:Jul3,10(x2),14,19, 
21(x2),22(x2),24,Aug1,4, 
5(x2),21(x2),23,28,Sep3,5, 
13,28,29,30
RAMSEY 
ON-1171(12-14):Jul10
RAMSGATE 
ON-1197(14-02):Jul1,7,10, 
26,Aug4,5(x2),7,10,13(x2), 
16,29,Sep10,16,23(x2), 
24(x2)  
B-765:Jul11(x2),22,25,31, 
Aug5,8,13,14,17,20,21(x2), 
28,Sep5,11,14(x2),16,23, 
27,28
REd BAY  
B-843:Jul2,10,13,31, 
Aug14,17,31,Sep13,14
REdCAR 
B-777:Jul3,21,23,31, 
Aug10,13,Sep1,14 
D-677:Jul15,Aug13,Sep30
RhYl 
ON-1183(12-24):Jul11,22, 
Aug1,6,Sep2 
D-632:Jul8,11,16,31, 
Aug1,2,11,19,20,23,24, 
26,28,Sep1(x5)
ROCk  
D-634:Jul11(x2),26, 
Aug25,Sep9,12(x2)
ROSSlARE hARBOUR  
ON-1276(17-43):Jul7,12, 
16,Aug14,17,Sep29
RYE hARBOUR  
B-842:Jul1,11,14,23(x2), 
Aug1,7,29,Sep1(x2)
SAlCOMBE 
ON-1289(16-09):Jul3,6,16, 
Aug11,24,28,Sep23 
B-794:Jul18,Aug8,9,12,29, 
Sep15,24
SCARBOROUGh  
ON-1175(12-18):Jul5,10, 
Aug9,20,Sep5 
D-724:Jul4,7,28,31 
D-730:Sep15
SEAhOUSES 
ON-1173(12-16):Jul6,14, 
23,25,Aug9,13,23,29, 
Sep3,25 
D-686:Jul21,30,Aug6(x2), 
9,13,21,30,Sep3,25
SElSEY  
ON-1146(47-031): 
Jul3,10,14,15 
D-640:Sep1,28 
D-691:Jul14,Aug2,5,21,24
SENNEN COVE  
ON-1294(16-14):Jul1,5,9, 
Aug3,10,16,Sep2,9 
D-624:Jul5,20,Aug25, 
Sep2,25
ShEERNESS  
ON-1211(14-13):Jul12,22, 
23,Aug1(x2),7,14(x2),15,21, 
28(x3),29 
D-662:Jul2,5,6,13,14, 
31(x2),Aug2,5,12,14(x2), 
15(x2),20,24,28(x2),29,30, 
31(x2),Sep1,2,4,8,17(x2), 
25,29

ShERINGhAM  
B-845:Jul22,Aug20, 
Sep1,3,30
ShOREhAM hARBOUR  
ON-1295(16-15):Jul2,3, 
4,9,Aug3,7,26,Sep1,5,9,15 
D-647:Jul4,9,19,31, 
Aug2,3,4,5 
D-660:Aug17,20,21,31, 
Sep1(x2),2,13,25
SIllOTh  
B-828:Jul3,5,20,Aug17,20 
SkEGNESS 
ON-1166(12-008): 
Aug1,15,17,22,28,Sep24 
D-739:Jul1,4,16,Aug1,7,13, 
15(x2),16(x3),17(x2),20,22, 
28,31,Sep29
SkERRIES  
B-747:Jul24,Sep13,17
SlIGO BAY 
B-781:Jul4,31,Aug21,25
SOUTh BROAdS  
D-714:Jul22,Aug27 
xP-42:Jul8,Aug27
SOUThENd-ON-SEA  
B-776:Jul10,13,16,17, 
Aug3,5,7(x3),14,18(x2),20, 
21(x2),27,28,Sep3,11,17 
D-633:Jul9,31 
D-682:Jul9,10,14,Aug3(x2), 
4,5,6,14(x2),20,Sep10 
D-685:Aug8,Sep2 
H-004:Sep28 
SOUThWOld 
B-773:Jul28,Aug2,7,20, 
Sep3,17,20(x2) 
ST ABBS  
B-783:Aug7(x2) 
ST AGNES  
D-467:Aug3  
D-641:Jul3 
D-735:Jul22
ST BEES  
B-831:Jul4,11,26,Aug16
ST CAThERINE 
B-830:Jul30(x2),31, 
Aug13,20,30,Sep2(x2) 
B-841:Jul16,26
ST dAVIdS  
ON-1139(47-026):Jul21, 
25,27,30,Aug9,10,12,18, 
Sep19,23 
D-704:Jul21,25,30,Aug5, 
7(x2),10,12,14(x2),17,18,24, 
Sep19,23,25
ST hElIER 
ON-1292(16-12):Jul3,8,12, 
13,16(x2),17,18,20,30(x3), 
Aug13,18,22,23,25,Sep11 
y-212:Aug10 
B-816:Jul8 
B-825:Jul17,Aug5,13
ST IVES 
ON-1124(12-001): 
Jul9,Aug3,8,10,16 
ON-1167(12-009):Sep3,15 
D-668:Jul3,Aug8,27 
D-710:Sep15,20
ST MARY’S 
ON-1229(17-11):Jul4,5, 
Aug30

ST PETER PORT  
ON-1203(17-04):Jul17(x2), 
Aug10,29,31 
STAIThES ANd 
RUNSWICk  
B-788:Jul2,3
STORNOWAY 
ON-1238(17-18):Jul1,15, 
16,27,Aug2,27,Sep6,7,28
STRANRAER 
D-697:Jul2,Sep29
STROMNESS 
ON-1236(17-16):Aug26,29 
SUNdERlANd 
B-817:Jul3,4,10(x2),17,25, 
27,31(x2),Aug2,4,5(x2),7, 
10,16(x2),20,21,24,Sep3,8, 
9(x2),16,20,22,30 
D-608:Jul10,25,30(x2), 
31(x2),Aug2,29,Sep4,16, 
25,27 
SWANAGE  
ON-1182(12-23):Jul4,10, 
16,22,31,Aug1,3,8(x2), 
15(x2),21(x2),27,28,30, 
Sep3,10,30 
D-613:Aug19,21,28, 
Sep3,5,23,24,30(x3)  
D-665:Jul4,9,10(x2),14,16, 
22,30,Aug2,3,4,7,8,10
TEddINGTON 
D-648:Jul30,31 
D-743:Jul4,8(x2),14, 
24(x2),30(x2),31,Aug1,5, 
14,15,16,21,22,26
TEIGNMOUTh 
B-809:Jul3(x2),16,31, 
Aug7,8,11,23,25,Sep2,17,18 
TENBY 
ON-1281(16-02): 
Jul2,10,21,29 
ON-1286(16-06):Jul31, 
Aug2,4,8,20,21,22,30, 
Sep4  
D-727:Jul2,3,13(x2), 
Aug14(x2),20,21,28,30, 
Sep25,29 
D-730:Jul10(x3),17,22,28, 
Aug1,2,3,8
ThE lIZARd  
ON-1145(47-030):Jul11 
ON-1290(16-10):Aug6,13 
ON-1300(16-20):Jul24, 
Aug3,25,Sep3,22
ThE MUMBlES  
ON-1127(47-019):Jul2,14, 
27,Aug5,21,24,Sep30(x2) 
D-623:Jul3,Sep29 
D-663:Jul3 
D-675:Jul16,17,23(x2),27, 
28,31(x2),Aug3,9,12,17,18, 
19, 27(x2),28,29,Sep1
ThURSO  
ON-1273(17-42): 
Jul26,Aug28,Sep7
TIGhNABRUAICh  
B-743:Jul3,11,17,27
TOBERMORY  
ON-1270(17-39): 
Aug4,19,Sep29 

TORBAY  
ON-1255(17-28): 
Jul27,31(x2),Aug2,3,9, 
Sep3,5,10,13,19,21,23  
ON-1262(17-33):Jul3,4,11, 
12,14,17 
D-651:Jul7,11,12,13,20, 
27(x4),31(x2),Aug2,7(x2), 
8,10(x2),11,14,16,27,Sep3, 
5,9,21,23
TOWER  
E-002:Jul1(x3),2(x2),3(x5), 
Aug13 
E-004:Jul15,Aug9,10,11, 
12(x2),Sep4,6(x2),9(x2),11, 
12(x2),13,14,15(x2),16, 
17(x2),18,27(x5),29,30  
E-005:Jul4,5,6(x3),7,9(x2), 
10,11(x2),12(x2),13,15(x2), 
16,17(x3),18(x2),20(x2),21, 
22,23(x3),24(x4),26,27, 
28(x2),29(x3),30(x3),31(x2), 
Aug1,2,3,5(x3),6(x3),7,8(x3), 
9,12,13,16(x2),17,18,20(x2), 
22(x2),23,24(x3),25(x4), 
26(x3),27,28(x2),29(x2), 
Sep2(x3),19,21(x2),22(x2), 
24(x3),25(x3),26
TRAMORE 
D-643:Jul6,24,29,31, 
Aug2,Sep4
TREARddUR BAY  
B-847:Jul2(x2),3,10,22,26, 
30(x2),Aug10,12(x2),19,23, 
24,25,28,31,Sep10,14,15 
D-614:Jul10,28,Aug25,28, 
31,Sep1,5,14
TROON 
ON-1275(14-38):Jul4,5,9, 
11(x2),18,Aug1,17,25,30, 
Sep1 
D-684:Jul4,9,11,15,Aug1,8 
D-695:Aug25,Sep1,15

TYNEMOUTh 
ON-1278(17-45):Jul7(x2), 
8,10,25,29,Aug10,19,24, 
Sep13,20,29,30 
BB-501:Aug17 
D-693:Jul10,21,31, 
Aug5(x2),7,17,24,Sep2,30
VAlENTIA 
ON-1218(17-07):Jul12,28, 
Aug28 
y-223:Sep12
WAlMER 
B-803:Sep14,25 
B-808:Jul4,10,Aug8,14,18, 
Sep4 
D-663:Jul24(x2),26,28, 
Aug8,9(x2),14,18,Sep4,9, 
10,14
WAlTON ANd fRINTON 
ON-1299(16-19):Jul6, 
15(x2),24,29,Aug7,12,18, 
Sep28
WEllS 
ON-1161(12-003):Jul9, 
Aug8,20,28 
D-661:Jul2,14,16,18,30, 
Aug5,14,Sep28
WEST kIRBY 
D-612:Sep29
WEST MERSEA 
B-761:Jul2,3(x2),4(x2),7, 
15,24(x3),26,30(x3),Aug3, 
5,7(x2),12,14,16,21(x2), 
22(x2),24(x2),29(x2), 
Sep3(x3),10,25,29(x2)
WESTON-SUPER-MARE 
B-767:Jul10,30,Aug14, 
22(x2),27,Sep2,22,28 
B-769:Jul3 
D-696:Jul2,3,10,30,Aug14, 
22(x2),27,Sep22,28
WEXfORd 
D-644:Jul12,13,17, 
Aug6,22,Sep1,19

WEYMOUTh  
ON-1261(17-32):Jul2,6,12, 
20,22,Sep8(x2),21,27 
ON-1262(17-33):Jul31, 
Aug2,6,7,9,12,21(x2),27, 
28,31,Sep5 
B-746:Jul6(x2),9,14,22(x2), 
23,Aug2,7(x2),17,28,30, 
Sep8,16,25,27
WhITBY 
ON-1212(14-14):Jul9(x2), 
10,20,25,29,31,Aug12,19, 
21,29,Sep1,9,11(x2),25, 
29,30 
D-674:Jul7,27,31,Aug9,15, 
21(x2),25,30,31,Sep6,18
WhITSTABlE 
B-764:Jul1,2(x2),3,4(x2),6, 
9(x2),17(x2),24,31,Aug1(x2), 
2(x2),3,4,7,11,15(x2),26(x2), 
27,29,30(x2),31,Sep2,3,5, 
11,13,23,26,30
WICk 
ON-1224(14-20): 
Aug3,9,10,Sep15,24 
ON-1226(14-22):Jul12
WICklOW 
ON-1153(47-035): 
Jul30,Aug20,Sep15,19 
D-671:Aug9,19
WIThERNSEA 
D-701:Aug7,14,26,Sep21
WORkINGTON 
ON-1138(47-025):Aug4,16, 
21,28,Sep22 
D-629:Sep4
YARMOUTh 
ON-1249(17-25):Jul3,9,10, 
11,13,Aug1,2,13,14(x2),27, 
29,31(x2),Sep10
YOUGhAl 
B-780:Jul12,16,19,30, 
Aug1,9
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keep informed of the latest launches
If you like our launches section, you'll love our desktop pager!

• Be notified of RNLI lifeboat launches as they happen.
• Choose to monitor all or selected stations.
• Keeps you up to date with other RNLI information
• Available for Windows and Mac OS

Download it FREE at rnli.org.uk/pager

To advertise please contact Sharon Davies at Landmark

t: 020 7520 9474    e: advertising@lps.co.uk

Classified

Optical Accessories

Weather Monitoring

Products & Services

Speak to John Lister
01395 568028

www.burialatsea.co.uk
email@burialatsea.co.uk

For Sale






ALGARVE villa by beach, garden, pool, 
non-estate, walking distance shops
jjt3@cantab.net

CANARY ISLAND, LA GOMERA. Charming
two bed house in beautiful Hermigua
Valley. All facilities nearby. Ideal for 
walking, swimming, golf. 
Email: barrycarr@skynet.be

Overseas





 


For all advertising please contact 
Sharon Davies 

Landmark Publishing Services
t: 020 7520 9474 e: advertising@lps.co.uk
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Classified

To advertise on these pages please contact Sharon Davies at Landmark Publishing Services

7 Adam Street  London  WC2N 6AA   t: 020 7520 9474    e: advertising@lps.co.uk

West Country

Ireland

FOWEY - The Old Lifeboat Station.
Waterfront apartment. Stunning Views. Town centre,

but quiet. Sleeps 2. (02392) 632807 for brochure.
www.oldlifeboatstation.co.uk

Devon & Cornwall Wales

UK Holidays

HAYLE ESTUARY, LELANT. 5 Star, luxury
bungalow on edge of RSPB Reserve. Sleeps
4. Children from 8 yrs. 2 Bedrooms/2
bathrooms. Large lounge. 01736 758 227
www.penhayl-cottage-cornwall.co.uk

CREWSEEKERS SAILING OPPORTUNITIES
available now for cruising, racing,
deliveries, seamiles and professional
sailing worldwide. All experience levels
welcome. Free registration for yacht
owners. Join online today!
www.crewseekers.net 
Quote Ref: RNLI

- beachside location, sleeps 4. Excellent
sailing, walking and dolphin watching.

Weeks or weekend lets. Tel 01884 829016

Fisherman s Cottage, West Wales

Cruises & Boating

Dorset

Sailing holidays, tailor-made to your requirements.
http://www.beaupreyachting.co.uk

07970 685983

For all advertising contact Sharon Davies
t: 020 7520 9474 e: advertising@lps.co.uk








Lighthouse Keepers
Cottages with Style
throughout
Britain

A Rural Retreats cottage has been carefully chosen for
its beautiful interior as well as its idyllic setting. Visit

our website or call for a copy of our superb brochure.

01386 701177 www.ruralretreats.co.uk
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To advertise on these pages please contact Sharon Davies at Landmark Publishing Services

7 Adam Street  London  WC2N 6AA   t: 020 7520 9474    e: advertising@lps.co.uk

Classified

A conservatory is a wonderful way to extend your living 
area but too often they become the least used room in 
the home becoming too hot in summer and too cold in 
the winter. Installing conservatory blinds from Thomas 
Sanderson, could prove the difference between a 
comfortable and stylish retreat and a room that’s out of 
bounds for much of the year.

Unique solar refl ective fabrics cleverly refl ect the sun’s 
rays during the summer and reverse the effect during 
winter keeping the cold at bay. Each Thomas Sanderson 
conservatory blind is individually measured, handcrafted 
and installed by their experts and can be made to fi t any 
window, roof or shape in your conservatory.

For roof blinds and hard to reach places, the exclusive 
Platinum power system is the ideal solution for ultimate 
control – simply operate your blinds at the touch of a 
button. Choose from more than 1000 colours, fabrics and 
style combinations, including the new Laura Ashley fabric 
collection, all backed by their comprehensive fi ve year 
guarantee for complete peace of mind.

With 20 years experience, you can be sure that you 
are in the right hands when it comes to bespoke, 
handmade conservatory blinds. View the entire 
collection yourself by arranging a free home design 
consultation and see fi rsthand how Thomas Sanderson 
can transform your home.

Transform your conservatory for less where for every 2 
blinds you buy, choose a 3rd absolutely free on all 

made to measure conservatory blinds. Complete your details below for your FREE 

brochure and to claim this 3 for 2 offer

Send to: Thomas Sanderson, FREEPOST, 
Hants PO7 7UW

Name:

Tel No:

Address:

Post Code:

Quote Ref: D321B

An advertisement feature by Thomas Sanderson

Year roundYYear roundYYYear round

Conservatory Transform more of your home for less with 
the Thomas Sanderson 3 for 2 sale
To claim this offer and to order your 

FREE brochure call

0800 220 603
quoting reference D321B

Limited period only.  Terms and conditions apply.

For more information visit
www.tsoffer.co.uk

How to claim this 3 for 2 offer on 
conservatory blinds

r 2 offer on

Order your colour brochure today

Call free 0800 988 2898

Factory Direct!
British-made Riser Recliners

Buy your riser
recliner direct from
our UK factory

or visit www.reclinerfactory.com LIFE01/12

BRITISH BUILT
H I G H E ST  Q U A L I T Y
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48 THEN AND NOW

The station was established in 1852 by the 
Shipwrecked Mariners’ Society and handed over  
to the RNLI 2 years later.

The first RNLI building for storing and protecting 
the lifeboat was built in 1862 at a cost of £190. It 
was replaced by an improved boathouse nearer to the 
beach in 1895 that was later adapted to accommodate 
the new 12-oared Watson class lifeboat, William and 
Mary Devey, that arrived on station in 1902.

In 1904 work started on a new lifeboathouse 
and slipway for deeper water alongside the now 
demolished Victoria Pier. It was completed in 1905 at 
a cost of £3,872 and later adapted for the first motor 
lifeboat, John R. Webb, which arrived on station in 1923.

An additional D class lifeboat was sent to the 
station in 1972 so a new small boathouse was 
constructed for her in 1976.

The slipway boathouse was adapted again in 1986 
for the Tyne class all-weather lifeboat R.F.A. Sir Galahad. 
A side extension was added to accommodate a 
mechanic’s workshop and a souvenir outlet but the 
building was proving difficult and costly to maintain, 
while more changes were going to be needed for a 
new type of lifeboat. 

The current station was built in 2005 on the site of 
Victoria Pier to house the faster, more technologically 
advanced Tamar class lifeboat. The difficult location 

and the environmentally sensitive nature of the site 
contributed to the £6.5M cost to build it. 

The old slipway station was a listed building so  
the charity was unable to demolish it and could not 
justify the cost of maintaining it. The dilemma was 
solved when it was bought by Mr and Mrs O’Donovan 
who wanted to turn it into an unusual home. 
Undaunted by the magnitude of the task, they have 
lovingly converted it into an unusual, yet comfortable, 
residence with breathtaking seaviews while retaining 
the building’s integrity and outward appearance.

The new home was featured in Channel 4’s 
Grand Designs in September. Philomena O’Donovan 
explained she was brought up in a town with a lifeboat 
community (Baltimore), which influenced the decision 
to buy the boathouse. If you didn't see the episode 
you can watch it on channel4.com/4od. 

As always, Tenby lifeboat crews are rescuing 
people at sea but these days they can get to people 
far quicker. Now too, RNLI lifeguards patrol Tenby’s 
beach during the holiday season, working alongside 
their lifeboat colleagues. 

words: Carol waterkeyn
Photos: rnLI/Eleanor Driscoll,
Argent Architects

Grand designs for 
a lifeboat station
There’s been a lifeboat station in the picturesque town of Tenby, in south 
west Wales, for 160 years – but it’s not always been in the same place

left: lifeboat station 
on the beach built in 
1895 

Centre: The 1905 
station – now a very 
unusual home

Right: The current 
lifeboat station built 
in 2005 to house the 
latest Tamar class 
lifeboat Haydn Miller
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30-day RISK-FREE 
home audition and 

INTEREST-FREE 
instalment plan

Call now to ask how you can receive a 
FREE Nikon Digital Camera

when you order before 29th February 2012

The Nikon Coolpix digital camera 
features a 4x zoom, wide-angle 

lens and a 12.0-megapixel sensor 
for exceptional image quality. 

Why go another day without     
room-fi lling sound?

The Bose® Wave® music system - DAB
Load a CD or tune in to your favourite DAB/FM/AM radio station and you’ll hear the difference the Bose® Wave® music system - DAB makes. 

Bose technology delivers a crisp, clear, realistic sound that’s capable of fi lling a room with a depth you’d expect 
from a much larger hi-fi  – yet it comes from a system barely bigger than a shoebox.

“The sound is punchy & impressive … its ability to fi ll a room is quite astonishing … 
all one could want from a system of this kind.” – Gramophone magazine

Music where you want it
The discreet and compact size of the Wave® music system - DAB means you can enjoy your music anywhere you 

want to listen to it. Living room, kitchen, bedroom or study; with no speaker cables or unsightly boxes of hi-fi  equipment, put your 
Wave® music system and DAB module wherever you want them. Simply plug in, switch on and that’s that: a room full of sound.

“The Wave® is probably Bose’s cleverest act of shrinkage so far …” – Stuff magazine

Nothing between you and your music
There are no buttons to twiddle, no settings to adjust, no menus to negotiate, no diffi cult instructions to follow. 

Completely controlled from an intuitive remote control the size of a credit card, the Bose® Wave® music system - DAB offers 
you all the functions you need, delivering rich, lifelike sound without sacrifi cing simplicity or ease of use. 

“It is the superb sound quality that really sets it apart from the rest, with a rich, deep bass
that can fi ll any room.” – Mark Prigg, Technology Correspondent, London Evening Standard.

Hear it for yourself and enjoy a 30-day risk-free home audition
1. Call 0800 081 3501 today. 

2. Our courier delivers your Wave® music system - DAB and FREE Nikon Digital Camera. 

3. Try it with your favourite CDs and radio stations or discover new ones with well over 100 DAB digital stations available. 

4. If, after 30 days, you don’t agree that the Wave® music system - DAB is the best performing music system 
you’ve ever heard, call us and we’ll collect it from you, no questions asked. 

5. Or keep it and never miss a day of room-fi lling sound. 

Shown in Titanium Silver.

Also available in Graphite Grey

and Platinum White 

*Instalment plan available on credit / debit cards only and is subject to status. An initial deposit is due at the time of order and payments will be charged to your credit / debit card. There will be 
no interest charges from Bose but in the event of late payment credit / debit card company charges may apply. Price / Payment Plan / free Nikon Digital Camera offer subject to change without 
notice. Colour of Nikon camera may vary according to availability. If the product is returned Nikon Digital Camera must also be returned for a full refund. ©2012 Bose Corporation. All rights 
reserved. Risk-free refers to 30-day home trial. Wave® music system is registered trademark of Bose Corporation in the US and other countries. Registered in England no 1187672. Registered Offi ce: 
Bose Ltd, 1 Ambley Green, Gillingham Business Park, Gillingham, Kent ME8 0NJ. Quotes reprinted with permission: Gramophone Magazine, 08/2005; Stuff magazine, 12/2006; Mark Prigg, 
Technology Correspondent, London Evening Standard, 04/2005. The ‘DAB Digital Radio’ logo and the stylised ‘r’ mark ® and © Digital One Ltd.   

Call ✆ free on 0800 081 3501  today 
quoting reference 29216 and fi nd out more about our:

✓ 30-day risk-free home trial 
✓ Easy interest-free instalment plan*

Mon-Fri: 9.00am – 6.30pm   Sat & Sun 10.00am - 5.00pm

Or for a free information pack
 Text ‘Bose29216’ to 84118

Visit: www.bose.co.uk/wms
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